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Abstract
This report aims to solve a problem for the waxers in the Swedish National Cross-country 
Ski Team, which hereafter will be referred to as the national team. The problem in hand is 
that currently, the national team lacks a system for book-keeping of ski pairs and ski tests. 
Also, the project intends to provide a tool for predicting the best ski pairs in given conditions.
The report describes cross-country skis and factors that affect the performance of these 
skis. Moreover, this report presents the testing procedure of the national team. The project 
provides a solution to the problem in hand by developing a web service based on Django 
and Django REST Framework and an iOS application to handle the user interaction. The 
app was tested and approved by the waxers of the national team. To predict the best 
performing skis in given conditions, the three Machine Learning algorithms Support Vector 
Machine (SVM), Decision Tree, and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is implemented and 
evaluated. Experimental results indicate that the ANN algorithm has better accuracy than 
the Decision Tree, and that the SVM algorithms and that the SVM was performing slightly 
worse than the other two, when applied on test data which is artificially generated based on 
the experience of the national team. All three Machine Learning algorithms perform better in 
terms of mean accuracy which is significantly higher compared to the accuracy of a baseline
algorithm. The report suggests that the accuracy of the ANN algorithm is high enough to be 
useful for the national team.

Keywords: iOS, Cross-Country Skiing, Django, REST, Swift, Python, Machine Learning, 
ANN, SVM, Decision Tree
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Terminology

API Application Programming Interface

GUI Graphical User Interface

ML Machine Learning

ORM Object Relational Mapping

SQL Structured Query Language

REST Representational State Transfer

CRUD REST operations: Create, Read, Update, Delete

SVM Support Vector Machine

ANN Artificial Neural Network

SSL Secure Socket Layer
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 1 Introduction
In the sport of cross country skiing, one important factor for top-level athletes is having skis 
with good performance regarding friction against the snow. The snow conditions can vary 
greatly between competitions and different ski pairs perform well depending on these 
conditions.

To match varying snow conditions, each athlete in the national team has 40-50 pairs of skis. 
In order to determine which pair would be most suitable for a specific competition, each pair 
needs to be tested for different conditions before a selection can be made based on the 
outcomes.

The ski pairs of each athlete are prepared and tested by waxers. Currently, depending on 
the waxer's preference, test sessions are recorded in physical notebooks or spreadsheets. 
Each waxer in the national team is responsible for the skis of 3-4 athletes. When a waxer 
needs to choose skis for an athlete for whom he is not responsible, it can be problematic 
since there is no common book-keeping of skis and ski tests in the team. Because of these 
difficulties, the national team needs a solution for storing information about skis and ski 
tests, and to be able to use this information to predict the performance of ski pairs in given 
conditions. This solution aims to aid the waxers in selecting the best skis for competitions 
based on their previous performance.

1.1 Problem Statement
Because of the great number of skis involved in the national team, it is hard for the waxers 
to keep track of all ski pairs, especially for waxers who lack experience of the skis of an 
athlete. The great number of skis also means that all of the athlete's ski pairs cannot take 
part in each test session. Currently, the national team lacks a well-functioning way of 
selecting ski pairs with the highest probability of performing well based on previous test 
results. A request from the national team is for such a system to be reliable. The reliability 
could be expressed as having close to zero cases where an actual top performing ski pair is
predicted to perform bad. A low reliability would mean there is a high risk that an actual best 
pair may not be selected. The problems at hand can be summarized by the following 
questions:

1. How can information from test sessions be collected for a predictive system to 
predict the optimal skis in given conditions?

2. How can the collected information be labeled to support the predictive system?

3. Using a machine learning algorithm, how reliably can the optimal skis in given 
conditions be predicted?

4. From different algorithms of different biases, which algorithm is most suitable for the
project in terms of accuracy and the previously defined reliability?

10
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1.2 Aim
This project aims to aid the national team in the selection of skis for competition by creating 
a tool for predicting the best performing skis in given conditions. An online-based, mobile 
solution for managing skis and test sessions will be built. Information stored in this solution 
will then be the foundation for the predictions.

1.3 Scope
The scope of this project is to predict the best performing skis in given conditions by using 
off the shelf machine learning algorithms. The parameter tuning of algorithms is outside of 
the scope of this project. Further, the execution times of the different machine learning 
algorithms are not to be evaluated. An online-based service working together with a 
database system will be implemented to store and share information. The prediction system 
will be implemented, using this online-based service, for validation purposes in this project. 
It is worth noting that there will be no implementation of a recommendation system using 
predictions for the end-user. Moreover, a mobile application will be implemented for iOS-
based devices. Security details about the communication between the online-based service 
and the mobile application are not to be examined. The project will use results from ski 
tests, but practical implementation of ski tests and collecting their results are outside the 
scope of the project. Further, only ski test where skis are ranked based on human 
evaluation after testing in various terrain will be handled in the predictions. Testing of ski 
waxes and different grindings will not be included.

1.4 Outline
Chapter 1 Introduction introduces the project. The problem background is described 
shortly and the problem statement, the aim of the project and its scope are presented.

Chapter 2 Background presents the detailed background of the project and the theory 
upon which the methodology is based. First, information regarding cross country skis and 
their performance in various snow conditions is presented. Then ski tests are described. 
Further into the chapter, libraries and technologies for the online-based information sharing 
and the mobile application are described. The last part of the chapter provides theory 
related to the machine learning involved in this project.

Chapter 3 Methodology is about the methodology used in the project. The requirement 
establishment process is described first. Further down the chapter, the methodology for the 
online-based information handling and the mobile app are gone through. The predictions of 
ski performance and evaluation of those predictions are then described. The last part of the 
chapter handles tools and requirements related to the development process.

Chapter 4 Construction describes the construction of all parts of the project. The first part 
presents how the web service was implemented. The second part is about the iOS app, 
including the handling of data and communication with the web service. The third part 
describes how the predictions and their evaluation were implemented.

Chapter 5 Results present the results of the project. First, the web service is presented. 
Then the app is presented with a focus on storing test results. The last part of the chapter 
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presents the predictions of ski pair performance in given conditions. Here, the outcomes of 
different Machine Learning algorithms are presented.

Chapter 6 Discussion discusses the outcome of the project and connects to the aim and 
problem statement. Also, ethical aspects are discussed.

Chapter 7 Conclusions shortly concludes what has been achieved in the project and 
suggest what could be done to improve and extend the end product.

12
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 2 Background
This chapter presents background information regarding ski testing performed by the 
national team together with a description of factors affecting the performance of cross 
country skis. In addition, information relevant to the solution is provided.

2.1 Theory

Cross-country Ski Tests in the National Team
As described by Budde [1], participants in the sport of cross-country skiing devote 
considerable effort to reduce sliding friction of the ski. The sliding friction varies between 
snow conditions. Snow conditions can be defined by temperature, humidity, and snow type. 
Budde divides the snow type into the categories fresh, old, and transformed. Factors that, 
according to Swarén [2], affect the performance of a ski are its surface structure, which can 
be altered by grinding, and different forms of waxing. Different grindings are good for 
different snow conditions. Although waxes also perform differently depending on the snow 
conditions, they will not be considered in this project. Bäckström [3] suggests that the 
performance of a ski is affected by its span curve and pressure distribution against the 
snow. One type of span curve may perform well in some conditions, but it may not be 
suitable in other conditions. Moreover, during an interview with Urban Nilsson (Head of 
waxing, Swedish National Cross-country Team, personal communication, April 5, 2018), he 
described challenges due to the variations in the performance of skis in different conditions 
and due to uncertain manufacturing of skis. The ski manufacturers cannot produce multiple 
skis with the same properties. Thus it may be difficult to judge if a ski pair will perform well in
a particular condition without testing. One ski pair may outperform another pair in a specific 
condition but in other conditions, the case may be reversed.

To handle different snow conditions, each athlete in the national team has 40-50 pairs of 
skis and the ski manufacturers continuously provide additional skis. The national team 
needs to evaluate all these skis in different conditions. The skis are evaluated by field 
testing where two pairs are tested against each other at a time. When testing skating skis, 
where the whole ski base is prepared for optimal glide, two ski testers compare two ski pairs
at a time by gliding parallel to each other down a slope. When testing skis for the classic 
discipline, where a kick wax is applied to the middle part of the skis to enable diagonal uphill
skiing, the testing procedure is different. The waxers evaluate the skis in varying terrain and 
rank the skis based on their overall performance in both uphill, flat terrain and downhill. In all
test sessions relevant to this project, all skis are prepared with the same wax, but the 
grinding of the base may differ. Skis are always considered in pairs in situations relevant to 
this project, despite the fact that all skis are unique. Each ski in a pair is labeled with a 
matching number.

For keeping record of field tests, test sessions are currently recorded in physical notebooks 
or spreadsheets depending on the waxer's preference. Appendix A contains an example of a
protocol used for test sessions. Ski tests before competitions are performed in two stages. 
The day before a competition a number of ski pairs are selected and tested. Based on the 
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results of these tests, normally between 2 and 5 of these ski pairs are selected for tests on 
the day of the competition. This project focuses on the day before competition tests. When 
determining which skis to test the day before a competition, the waxers use their experience
of grindings and skis in the expected snow conditions to make their choices. The selected 
skis are tested against each other and the result is entered in the protocol. The selection 
procedure could be considered prone to human errors since it is hard for the waxers to keep
track of all available skis. Moreover, if a pair of skis has performed extraordinary well in past 
competitions, it is hard for the skiers and waxers not to prefer that particular pair by heart. 
Each waxer has the main responsibility for the skis of a limited number of athletes of the 
national team, normally one man and one woman. During some competitions, a waxer may 
be on leave. In these situations, another waxer has to take over the responsibility. It may be 
difficult for the replacing waxer to pick the best skis since there is no common system for 
keeping track of each athletes ski pairs. 

Predictions
Machine Learning (ML) may be used to obtain a prediction of which ski pairs may perform 
better based on previous data. According to Russel [4], predicting numbers such as 
tomorrow´s temperature is called Regression and predicting a finite set of values like sunny, 
cloudy or rainy is called Classification. For this project, classification algorithms could be 
considered most suitable since the predictions will mainly be based on labels. The following 
section mentions both regression and classification algorithms based on previous research 
in the field. 

Related Work
Bunker [5] suggests that ML algorithms can be used to predict sports results and mentions a
number of related studies. Other researchers, like Bonidia [6] have also made similar 
suggestions. Among the studies mentioned by Bunker and Bonidia, Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) and other kinds of Regression were used as algorithms as well as classification 
algorithms. Bunker states that sports prediction usually is treated as a classification problem
where a class like win, draw or loose is to be predicted. Delen [7] compared Support Vector 
Machine (SVM), ANN and Decision Tree for predicting the outcome of college football. All 
three algorithms predicted the outcome of the games with an accuracy between 75% and 
87%.

Algorithms
Russel [4] mentions three types of ML algorithms. One type of ML is called supervised 
learning which is described as when both input and output are known in a training set. The 
following section introduces three different algorithms based on supervised learning: ANN, 
SVM, and Decision Tree. These could all be considered suitable for predicting sports 
results, based on research in the field previously mentioned. Additionally, an algorithm 
designed to act as a baseline for comparison is presented.

14
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Artificial Neural Network

Russel [4] describes ANN as a non-linear regression algorithm that mimics the neurons and 
the connections between them in a brain. Each connection has a weight associated with it, 
which determines how much influence this connection should have in the ANN. To adjust 
these weights, Back Propagation can be used. This is an iterative process where the model 
is run multiple times over a training set. On each iteration, the weights are adjusted to make 
a model that fits the test set as well as possible.

In ANN, according to Meng [8], a model consisting of an input layer, a number of hidden 
layers and an output layer are specified as seen in illustration 1. There is no particular rule 
for how to determine the optimal number of hidden layers for a problem in hand. Each layer 
consists of a number of neurons which are the processing units of an ANN. To produce the 

15
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output from each neuron, an activation function is specified. An important factor in the model
is the number of neurons in the hidden layers. There is no guarantee that an increase in this
number will make the algorithm perform better. Too many neurons may lead to overfitting. 
Overfitting is by Dietterich [9] described as when noise in the training data is taken into 
account in the model instead of finding general predictive rules.

Support Vector Machine

According to Russel [4], SVM is a classification algorithm that constructs a maximum margin
separator. The separator creates a decision boundary with an as large distance to sample 
points as possible. Illustration 2 shows classification with SVM. The black and the white dots
represent two classes. In (a), two possible linear separators are drawn as black lines. In (b), 
the black line represents a maximum margin separator and the dotted lines are margins. If 
data points between the linear separators in (a) are to be classified, the classification is 
more likely to fail using one of these separators than if the maximum margin separator of (b)
is used. If for example the rightmost separator of (a) is chosen, a data point just to the left of
the leftmost existing data point would be classified as a black point despite its closer 
distance to a white data point. By using the maximum distance separator in (b), this problem
is addressed.

SVM uses a linear separation of data, but if the data is not linearly separable in the two-
dimensional space it can be embedded into a higher-dimensional space. In this space, a 
linear separating hyperplane is created and the result is then translated back to the two-
dimensional plane. According to Russel [4], if the data is mapped to a sufficiently high 
dimension, almost all data can be linearly separated.

16
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Decision Tree

Russel [4] describes a learning Decision Tree as a function that takes attribute values as 
input and returns a single output value. The Decision Tree function performs a sequence of 
tests on the input data to decide the output value.  When the function is trained, a decision 
tree with nodes, each corresponding to tests of one of the input values, is created. Branches
with possible values from the attribute are then created. Each leaf node specifies a return 
value from the function. Illustration 3 shows an example of a decision tree (b) created from a
data set represented in (a). The data is first split at x = 10. Since there are only red dots 
when x < 10, the classification can label the data as red if x < 10. If x >= 10, another split is 
needed to classify the data so another node is created with a new condition. From here, all 
available data can be classified without further branching.

ZeroR – A baseline algorithm
The outcome of ML algorithms can be compared to a baseline generated by the ZeroR 
algorithm. ZeroR is, according to Nasa [13], a classification algorithm which simply selects 
the majority class.

Evaluation
To compare different ML algorithms, performance measurement is needed. Two methods of 
measuring ML algorithm performance previously used in sports prediction is Accuracy and 
Balanced Accuracy. According to Delen [7], Accuracy is the number of correct predictions 
(True Positives + True Negatives) divided by the total number of predictions (True Positives 
+ True Negatives + False Positives + False Negatives):

TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

17
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Delen [7] used Accuracy when comparing three different ML algorithms applied to college 
football games. Bunker [5] also mentions Accuracy in a proposal of a framework intended to 
predict sports results. Pathak [10] used Balanced Accuracy to measure the performance of 
different ML algorithms applied to cricket games. Balanced Accuracy is by Brodersen [11] 
described as a way to present a fair measurement when the dataset is imbalanced. 
Accuracy and Balanced Accuracy measurements can be calculated with the help of scikit-
learn12.

Russel [12] mentions that the evaluation of an ML algorithm must be made on a set of data 
that it has not seen. This can be solved by randomly splitting the dataset into a training set 
and a test set. The evaluation in made by comparing the predicted outcome of the test set 
with the actual outcome. This method is called holdout cross-validation. To get more out of 
the data, k-fold cross-validation can be used. In k-fold cross-validation, the dataset is split 
into k equal subsets. The ML algorithm is then run and evaluation is performed k times using
one subset as a test set at the time. An Accuracy score is, according to Delen [7], calculated
as a mean Accuracy of the k individual accuracy measures. Russel states that 5 and 10 are 
popular values of k. Delen mentions a value of 10 for k as a common practice in predictive 

1 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.accuracy_score.html  
2 http://scikit-learn.org/dev/modules/generated/  

sklearn.metrics.balanced_accuracy_score.html

18

Illustration 4: An example of test set and training set splits in k-fold cross-
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data mining applications. Glorot [12] used 10 fold cross-validation in an experimental study 
on image recognition. Illustration 4 shows a visualization of the data set splits in 10 fold 
cross-validation.

According to Witten [13], the results on a test set can be displayed as a confusion matrix 
with a row and a column for each possible outcome. An example of a confusion matrix is 
shown in table 1. Each matrix element represents the number of test examples where the 
actual outcome is the row and the predicted outcome is the column. The green diagonal 
represents the predictions which correlate with the actual outcome.

Libraries
To work with ML algorithms, one can make use of existing libraries dedicated for the task. 
One library which is suitable for this project is scikit-learn. The scikit-learn project was 
started in 2007 by David Cournapeau [14]. Since then, the development has become 
community-driven and it made its first public release in 2010. Pedregosa [15] maintains that 
scikit-learn is tightly integrated into the Python programming language, one of the most 
popular languages for ML. Pedregosa also states that scikit-learn performs well regarding 
computation time compared to other selected ML toolkits accessible in Python. The library 
provides implementations of many well-known ML algorithms. It supports, among others, 
different kinds of regression algorithms [16]. The scikit-learn library also has some support 
for ANN, however on its website [17] other frameworks are recommended for this algorithm. 
Moreover, scikit-learn provides functions to perform k-fold cross-validation and to create 
confusion matrixes for cross-validated data [18]. 

Pedregosa [15] states that NumPy is used with scikit-learn to provide a base data structure 
for data and model parameters. NumPy is a Python library that provides tools for scientific 
computing and multidimensional data [19].

To make predictions using ANN, TensorFlow may be used [20]. This library is, according to 
Abadi [21], developed by Google. Its core is implemented in C++, but the prioritized client 
language is Python. Tensorflow is used in a number of projects inside Google, but it is open 
source and it may be used by others. There is a Python wrapper for Tensorflow named 
Keras, which aims to make ANN simpler to implement by providing a high-level interface to 
the low-level language used by Tensorflow [22].

Information Management
To store information regarding skis and ski tests, a web service may be used together with a
mobile application (app). This way, mobile devices having that app installed can be used to 

19

A B C
A 88 10 2
B 14 40 6
C 27 20 12

Table 1: An example of a confusion matrix

Predicted outcome

Actual 
outcome
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access and edit information independent of their location as long as they are connected to 
the Internet. The information stored in this web service can later be utilized by ML algorithms
to make predictions about the best performing skis in given conditions.

Web Service
The solution for online-based storage in this project is using the Python-based web 
framework Django. Django is a framework that was “designed to make web development 
tasks fast and easy” [23]. Django provides functionality for handling HTTP requests and has 
a built-in Object Relational Mapping (ORM) manager, capable of handling a number of 
Structured Query Language (SQL) based database systems. The data models are 
described in Python code and Django can provide an automated administration interface for 
the database. One advantage of using Django for this project is that Django runs on Python,
which means the scikit-learn ML library can be integrated into it.

To serve information from the Django web framework to other web services, web sites or 
mobile applications, Django can be extended with the Django REST Framework [24]. This 
framework provides, as its name implies, REST functionality to Django. REST is at its core, 
according to Battle [25], a set of state transfer operations: Create, Read, Update, and Delete
(CRUD). These operations are in the HTTP protocol mapped to POST, GET, PUT, and 
DELETE. The Django REST Framework also generates a web browsable API for the REST 
functionality.

Mobile application
iOS devices are common among the waxers in the national team. Thus it was decided for 
the app to be developed for iOS.

To develop applications for Apple's iOS, the language Swift can be used. Apple describes 
this language as an “industrial-quality programming language that’s as expressive and 
enjoyable as a scripting language”  [14]. Swift is open-source, developed by Apple and the 
open-source community.

20
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 3 Methodology
This project used the web framework Django and its extension Django REST Framework to 
make a web service, indented to handle all information. The web framework used a 
database to store information. An iOS application (app) was developed to provide the 
primary end-user interface. Communication between the web framework and the app was 
implemented by using REST calls. Machine Learning algorithms were implemented to 
predict the performance of ski pairs in given conditions.

3.1 Establishing Requirements
Requirements for this project was established in collaboration with Urban Nilsson during 
multiple interviews. The author of this project possessed deep knowledge of the field of 
cross-country skiing, and could therefore suggest solutions to the different problems. 
However, Urban Nilsson always had the last word in requirement related decisions.

3.2 Information Management
The management of all information was implemented as a web service by using Django 
together with the Django REST Framework. A mobile application was developed to act as 
the end-user interface.
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The Web Service

Illustration 5: An outline of the most important entities of the data 
model

Django was chosen for the web service. This choice was made because it runs on Python 
which simplified running prediction algorithms using the same language. All entities, like Test
Session and Ski Pair, were coded as Django data models and the Django ORM manager 
was used to make the conversion from the data models to tables in a relational database: 
SQLite3. Illustration 5 presents the most important entities of the project. The Django REST 
Framework was used to implement serializers for all models, which provide JSON 
representations of the models. CRUD functionality was implemented for most models, but 
some models were restricted to read-only. These models were entities that were considered 
to be updated very rarely or that should not be updated by others than the administrator. All 
models, including the ones with read-only REST functionality, were added to Djangos 
automatic administration interface from which they all could be both edited and deleted. The
administration interface was restricted to the head of the waxers and the author of this 
project.

3 https://sqlite.org/about.html  
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The Mobile Application
An iOS app was developed using the programming language Swift. This app was made to 
handle all end-user interaction by providing views for accessing and editing information. No 
persistent information storage was implemented in the app. Instead, the web service was 
developed to serve as a back-end for all information handling. The app was developed to 
communicate with the web framework using REST calls.

3.3 The Predictions
To predict the future performance of skis in given conditions, ML algorithms were used in the
back-end. Since input and output could be extracted from registered test sessions and their 
participating ski pairs, supervised learning was the type of learning used. In this project, the 
predictions were made on skis ranked by their overall impression.

The project used the Python libraries scikit-learn4 and TensorFlow5 with Keras6 to aid with 
the ML algorithms. SVM, ANN, and Decision Tree was used to make the predictions. A 
higher dimensional separation of the data was tried and evaluated for the SVM.

Preparing the Output
Rank Category

1 Top

2 Top

3 Top

4 Ok

5 Ok

6 Ok

7 Rejected

8 Rejected

9 Rejected

 Table 2: An example of how participating ski pairs of a test session would be categorized.

To prepare the output for the predictions, the participating ski pairs of each test session 
were fetched from the database and divided into one of three categories based on rank: Top
pick, Ok, and Rejected. Each category was decided to represent approximately one-third of 
the total number of skis in a test session. An example of how to make the division into 
categories in a test session with 9 participating ski pairs is shown in table 2. The assigned 
category of each ski participation was the output variable in the predictions. The division 
was motivated by the related work described in chapter 2 section 1, where results were 
divided into win, lose, and draw. It was also approved by the national team, who thought it 
was a distinct way of interpreting the results of the test sessions.

4 http://scikit-learn.org  
5 https://www.tensorflow.org  
6 https://keras.io/  
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Setting up the ML Algorithms
Since deciding the optimal parameters for the ML algorithms is outside the scope of this 
project, standard parameters were used in most cases. Generally, when no standard 
settings could be found, the choices were based on examples in the user guides of the 
different libraries used. To decide how to configure the ANN, k fold cross-validation was run 
multiple times using the same training set. Russel [4] states that there is no good theory for 
how to determine the structure and layers of an ANN. This configuration had to be 
determined by trial. Before calculating the mean accuracy of the ANN, the algorithm was 
tested with a different number of layers and number of back propagation iterations in an 
attempt to find a configuration with high accuracy. The configuration of the trial round with 
the highest accuracy was then evaluated and used in the comparison against the other ML 
algorithms used in this project. Examples from the Keras user guide was used as a starting 
point for the parameters. The number of nodes in the hidden layers in the trial rounds was 
based on rules of thumb described by Heaton [26]. One of Heaton’s rules of thumbs was to 
the number of neurons to use by adding 2/3 of the size of the input layer to the size of the 
input layer. This turned out to give the best accuracy of the tested numbers. Heaton also 
states that there is no theoretical reason to use more than 2 hidden layers. Therefore, 1 and
2 layers were tested. During the trials, it was discovered that an optimizer named Adam 
produced better accuracy than the optimizer proposed is the Keras user guide and it was 
therefore used in the comparison with the other ML algorithms. The Adam optimizer is 
described by Kingma [27].

Evaluation of the ML Algorithms
An investigation made together with the national team was performed to acquire real data 
from ski tests performed by the national team. However, the available data turned out to be 
lacking parameters that were considered necessary to make predictions. The predictions 
were therefore evaluated using artificially generated data based on real experience acquired
by the national team. The data was generated to cover a wide range of snow conditions. 
The evaluation of the ML algorithms was carried out by using k fold cross-validation. 
Accuracy was used to measure the ML algorithm performance. In addition, a confusion 
matrix was created to visualize the results of each ML algorithm. The results of the ML 
algorithms were compared to a baseline generated by the ZeroR algorithm. scikit-learn was 
used to provide functionality for the evaluations.

3.4 Tools and Architecture
The predictions were implemented together with the Django Framework and its related 
packages. Pycharm7 was used as IDE. By using the Python packages Django Extensions8 
and Werkzeug9 the debugging of the web service was simplified. These packages make the 
developer able to interact with the error pages presented in the web browser. This way, code
could be executed in its context to examine the causes of the error. Venv was used to keep 

7 https://www.jetbrains.com/pycharm/  
8 http://django-extensions.readthedocs.io/en/latest/index.html  
9 http://werkzeug.pocoo.org  
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all python code related to this project in an isolated environment.  The python code was run 
on Python 3.6.

The app was developed for iOS 11, for which a Mac computer running macOS Sierra or 
above was needed. Xcode 910 was chosen as IDE. Since Xcode is developed and 
maintained by Apple itself, it was considered to be the most supported and standardized 
environment for iOS development. With Xcode, the app could be installed on an iOS device 
physically connected to the computer and print statements in the code were then displayed 
for debugging in the Xcode environment.

To make REST calls to the web service from the app, the Swift library Alamofire11 was used 
together with SwiftyJSON12. AlamofireObjectMapper13 was used to convert the responses 
from JSON to Swift objects

For handling library dependencies for the app, Cocoapods was used. Cocoapods works by 
specifying all dependencies in a so-called podfile [28]. After this, install and update 
commands can be run through Cocapods to manage all dependencies.

To manage code history and backup, the version control system Git14 was used for both the 
web service and the app. The work was continuously pushed to online repositories hosted 
by Bitbucket15.

3.5 Deployment
During the project, the web service and its database were run on a local development server
provided by Django. The Machine Learning code was installed and run in the same 
environment. The app was installed onto iOS devices by connecting them directly to the 
development computer and installing  it via Xcode.

10 https://developer.apple.com/xcode/ide/  
11 https://github.com/Alamofire/Alamofire  
12 https://github.com/SwiftyJSON/SwiftyJSON  
13 https://github.com/tristanhimmelman/AlamofireObjectMapper  
14 https://git-scm.com  
15 https://bitbucket.org  
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 4 Construction
The construction was divided into three stages. The first stage involved implementing the 
web service as a REST API for retrieving and storing data. The second stage consisted of 
creating the iOS app and making adjustments to the REST API to fit the needs of the app. 
The third stage was to implement ML algorithms for predictions of ski performance in the 
web service.

4.1 Web Service
The first step in implementing the web service was defining the Django models, 
representing all entities in the database. All models were specified in a common model file. 
In these models, all the attributes of each entity were defined together with their constraints. 
By running the commands python manage.py makemigrations and then python 
manage.py migrate, the models were translated and created by Django in the SQLite 
database. 

All content of the models file can be viewed in Appendix C.

REST functionality
The REST functionality was constructed by making use of the capabilities of the Django 
REST Framework, from now on called the DRF. 

URL Routing and View Sets
URL routing was accomplished by using the built-in functionality of the DRF. Each model 
was registered for routing which enabled the DRF to take care of parsing the CRUD 
requests and performing related actions. The CRUD actions were, when necessary, 
specified and customized in a view set file. Appendix D contains code implementations with 
explanations for the URL routing and the view sets.

Access Restriction
In each class in the view set file, permissions were restricted to disable all non-
authenticated access.

Serializers
Serializers for each model were defined. Most of the logic was taken care of by DRF, but the
attributes had to be specified for each model.

By using the WritableNestedModelSerializer from the additional package DRF Writable 
Nested16, fields containing foreign keys to other models were implemented as nested 
serializers which could be used with all CRUD commands. Appendix E presents an example
of one of the serializers.

16 https://github.com/beda-software/drf-writable-nested  
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4.2 iOS Application
The iOS app construction was first focused on creating a class to handle all communication 
with the web service and to create classes corresponding to entities in the database of the 
web service. The second stage was to implement user views and view controllers.

Data Models
All models in the web service were also implemented as classes in the app. By conforming 
to a common protocol, these classes could be used for CRUD requests made through 
functions explained in the next section. In the model classes, object mapping was used to 
translate the JSON responses from the requests into the corresponding classes.

The protocol mentioned above, as well as an example of one of the data models, are shown
in appendix F.

Communicating with the Web Service
A class, more closely described in Appendix G, was written to handle all REST calls to the 
web service. This class follows the Singleton pattern by having a static constant containing 
the class itself. 

The communication functions of the above-mentioned class use Alamofire to make requests
to the web service. The responses from these requests are asynchronous, which is handled 
by sending Notifications when the response is received or after timeout. The notifications to 
use for the requests are provided in the calls to the communication functions. When a 
notification is raised, it is handled in the view controller making the request.

Testing
XCTest was used early in the construction process to make sure all REST functionality of 
the app was working correctly. Each CRUD operation was tested and their asynchronous 
notifications waited for and checked. These tests are presented in Appendix H.

View Controllers
The view controllers handle the logic for presenting the views and controls behavior of the 
user interface of the app. 

Apple provides a feature for presenting content in iOS apps called UITableViews17. These 
were used widely in the app to present a variety of content, like in the test session list view 
controller where a list of test sessions is presented.

The view controller code design is presented in more detail in Appendix I. This appendix 
also describes the handling of notifications when sending and retrieving data from the view 
controllers using the singleton communication class mentioned previously in this chapter.

17 https://developer.apple.com/documentation/uikit/uitableview  
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4.3 Predictions with Machine Learning
The predictions were performed in the web service, which meant direct access to the 
database. 

All code related to this section is presented in Appendix K.

Data preparation
As described in chapter 3, the output format of the predictions was constructed by dividing 
the ski participations of each test session into categories. The ranking limits for each 
category was calculated by multiplying the number of ski pairs participating in each test 
session by 0.33 and 0.66 and rounding down to the closest integer.

The ML algorithms cannot work with categorical data without converting it into a numerical 
representation. In the case of this project, the ski base and grinding of each participating ski 
pair had to be converted. This was solved by using OneHotEncoder from the scikit-learn 
library. The OneHotEncoder creates a binary column for each category [29]. For example, if 
the ski base is white and the choices are black and white, the column for black contains 
zero (0) and the column for white contains one (1).

To avoid having some attributes of the data with more weight than others in the predictions, 
feature scaling was used. This standardization procedure is, according to Bollegala [30], an 
important step in many ML tasks. Feature scaling was carried out using the StandardScaler 
of the scikit-learn library [31]. This made all values conform to the same upper and lower 
limits.

Algorithms
Predictions were made using both SVM, Decision Tree, and ANN. 

SVM
To make predictions with SVM, a classifier from scikit-learn was initialized with a higher 
dimensional kernel named “rbf”. This is the standard kernel of the SVM18 algorithm in scikit-
learn.

Decision Tree
As for the SVM, the Decision Tree algorithm was initialized from a classifier from scikit-learn.

ANN
For the ANN to be able to handle the output variable in the training set, it had to be 
converted to a matrix of true and false. The output of the ANN algorithm, however, was not 
distinct categories but probabilities for the categories. Therefore, a conversion was made 
before translating the result back to a single column. This conversion gave all outputs with a
probability higher than 50% the value 1. The outputs with lower probability were given the 
value of 0. 

18 http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.svm.SVC.html  
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Before running the ANN algorithm, it had to be configured. The number of nodes in the input
layer was specified. 2 hidden layers with a number of nodes, and the output layer were also 
configured. Further, the number of epochs were specified to tell the ANN algorithm how 
many times to iterate in the backpropagation process. Backpropagation is explained in 
chapter 2 section 1.

It was first discovered that the accuracy measures differed each time k fold cross-validation 
was run on the ANN algorithm. This was addressed by running code suggested on the 
Keras web site [32] before executing the evaluation.

Evaluation
To calculate the accuracy of the ML algorithms, a function from the scikit-learn library was 
used. The same library was used to create confusion matrixes for each ML algorithm.

As mentioned in the Methodology chapter, a baseline was generated by the ZeroR 
algorithm. This was also handled through the scikit-learn library. The evaluation is further 
described in chapter 3 section 3.
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 5 Results

As visualized in illustration 6, this project has enabled the waxers of the national team to use
an app to store ski test results using an app. The app sends the data to a web service 
where it is persisted. The web service also contains the code to make predictions using 
machine learning.

The results are presented separated into three sections: Web Service, iOS Application, and 
Predictions.

5.1 Web Service
The web service was developed to serve as the foundation of the project. The main 
responsibility of the web service is to handle data and to provide restricted access to it.

Remote Access to the Database
The web service stores all data used by the app. The data can be accessed through the 
REST service. The web service also provides an interface to the REST API accessible from 
a web browser, as shown in illustration 7. Each entity can be browsed and the Create 
operations can be performed from this interface.
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Illustration 6: A visualization of the ski testing work-flow related to this 
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5.2 iOS Application
From the iOS app, the users are able to handle ski pairs and test sessions together with 
related data. They can add, edit, and delete data, and they can rank skis participating in 
each test session. When starting the app, the users are met by a login view. No one can get 
past this view unless providing user credentials that gets approved by the web service. 
Below, the user interface for handling test sessions is presented. Other parts of the user 
interface are presented in detail in Appendix L.

Handling Test Sessions
When working with test sessions in the app, a form shown in illustration 8 is first used to 
create a test session. In this form, snow conditions, type of skis and more related to the 
session itself is entered. The next step is to enter the test results. This can be done in two 
different ways. Either by ranking skis manually or by entering results for a series of parallel 
glidings and letting the server calculate the rank. The second way was not fully implemented
during this project.
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Manual Ranking
Illustration 9 presents the page where ski participations can be added to a test session and 
manual ranking can be performed. To add a ski participation, the user enters the 3 first digits
of the serial number of a ski pair. The app then queries the web service for matching ski 
pairs. If there is only one match, the ski pair gets added as a participation. If there is more 
than one match, these ski pairs are presented in a list with details and the user gets to 
choose which ski pair to add. Manual ranking can be activated by the switch ”Manuel 
ranking”. To alter the ranking of the skis, the ”Sortera” switch needs to be activated. The 
user can then drag and drop each ski participation to change the ranking order.

Calculated Ranking
Illustration 10 shows a page for ranking skis based on glide tests. For each parallel gliding 
between two ski pairs, the user chooses the winning and the losing ski pair and inputs a 
distance between the ski pairs in the text field. If the user repeats this until every ski pair 
except for one has lost, the user is informed that an automatic ranking can be performed. 
Since the waxers did not have use for this function in the present situation, this view was 
only implemented as a concept for future use. Hence, the actual automatic ranking 
calculation feature was not implemented.
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5.3 Predictions
The predictions are based on data from the database of the web service.

Table 3 shows about one-third of the data created to test the ML algorithms. The data also 
contains test sessions for relevant snow conditions when the air temperature is 0°C, 5°C, 
and 10°C. Appendix M shows the grindings and properties for the ski pairs involved in the 
evaluation of the ML algorithms.

Table 4 presents the mean accuracy and standard deviation of the algorithms tested. The 
ANN algorithm had the highest mean accuracy. The Decision Tree algorithm using a higher 
dimensional kernel was second best, and the SVM algorithm was the third-best performing 
algorithm regarding accuracy. All three ML algorithms performed better than the ZeroR 
baseline.
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Table 4: Mean accuracy and standard deviation for the ML 
algorithms used in the project

Test number 1 2 3 4 5
New snow 0% 100% 50% 0% 100%
Old snow 100% 0% 50% 100% 0%
Wet snow 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%
Air temperature -15°C -15°C -15°C -5°C -5°C

Ranking Ski pair Ski pair Ski pair Ski pair Ski pair
1 001 001 001 002 002
2 002 002 002 001 001
3 003 003 003 006 003
4 004 004 004 005 004
5 005 005 005 003 006
6 006 006 006 004 005
7 007 007 007 007 007
8 008 008 008 008 008

Table 3: Part of the test data provided to the ML algorithms

Algorithm Mean accuracy Standard deviation
SVM 61.01% 15.94%
ANN 75.68% 12.20%
Decision Tree 67.75% 22.07%
ZeroR 38.36% 2.17%
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Table 5 shows the confusion matrix for the ML algorithms and for the ZeroR baseline 
algorithm. The vertical categories represent the actual outcome of the test set. The 
horizontal categories represent the predicted outcome.
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SVM Higher dimensional kernel
Top pick Ok Rejected

Top pick 13 14 1
Ok 6 20 15
Rejected 0 7 36

ANN
Top pick Ok Rejected

Top pick 21 5 2
Ok 3 27 11
Rejected 0 6 37

Decision Tree
Top pick Ok Rejected

Top pick 19 8 1
Ok 8 25 8
Rejected 2 8 33

ZeroR baseline
Top pick Ok Rejected

Top pick 0 0 28
Ok 0 0 41
Rejected 0 0 43

Table 5: Confusion matrixes for the predictions made in the 
study
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 6 Discussion
This project has taken more time to complete than planned. The primary reason for this is 
that the estimation of the time required for the construction was too optimistic, but there 
were also some unexpected difficulties in determining how to use ML algorithms for 
predicting ski performance. The following chapter summarizes and discusses the outcome 
of the project.

6.1 The App and the Web Service
In this section, the app and the web service are discussed in relation to the aims of this 
project.

Presenting the Information
In its present form, the list views of the app fetch and presents all related data from the web 
service each time the view is entered or updated. As the database grows, this will affect the 
performance and usability of the app. More and more data will have to be fetched from the 
web service making the download times longer and with more data in the list, it will be 
harder for the user to find what he is looking for. Also, large downloads may be expensive in 
terms of money. By giving the user the opportunity to filter the content before fetching it from
the database, the data size can be made smaller. Another way of limiting the data fetched 
from the server is to use pagination19, where only a part of the data is split across several 
fetches. More data could then be fetched as the user scrolls down the list views. 

To continue on the subject of data consumption, the app was constructed to update all list 
views every time the user enters the view. The motivation for this was to avoid situations 
where the user tries to add or delete an object and this action already has been performed 
by another user. When discussing this with the national team, their opinion was that these 
situations are unlikely to happen. To reduce the data traffic, the responsibility for updating 
the list views could be transferred to the user. UITableViews provides the functionality to 
scroll the view upwards past the first line to update. This functionality is already 
implemented in all list views of the app.

6.2 The Predictions
When evaluating the predictions, the accuracy varied greatly between each round in the k 
fold cross-validation. The ML algorithms had a standard deviation between approximately 
12% and 22%. One reason for the variation is probably that there are parameters affecting 
the result which are not known.

The intention at the start of this project was to use data from ski tests conducted by the 
waxers of the national team. After examination of this data, it turned out that it did not 
contain enough information to be usable in the evaluation of the Machine Learning 
algorithms. Therefore, artificial test data was created. As mentioned in chapter 3 section 3, 

19 http://www.django-rest-framework.org/api-guide/pagination/  
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this test data was created in association with the waxers of the national team to closely 
reflect the outcome of real tests. One difference from the real world, however, is that no 
samples were created to deviate from the pattern. This is likely to happen in the real world. 
One example from the real world of when a ski pair did deviate from the expectations comes
from the author of this project’s own experience. During the Winter Olympic Games in Sochi 
2014, one ski pair performed extraordinary well in conditions where it was expected to 
perform poorly. Using the categorization introduced in this report it would have been 
anticipated to be in the rejected category, both by the serviceman representing the ski 
manufacturer and by the waxers of the national team. It could be argued though, that the 
conditions differed from those in the usual competition sites with a combination of high 
altitude, proximity to the Black Sea which could affect the air humidity and a warm sun due 
to the southern latitude. This experience is important to keep in mind when testing skis in 
uncommon conditions. However, during the creation of the test data, the national team 
claimed that the outcome of most ski test is what they have expected. To summarize, it was 
the waxers of the national teams’ opinion that the artificially created test data used in this 
project was accurate enough to use for the evaluation of the ML algorithms.

The snow type determination and the ski evaluation is made by humans and these are 
estimations that are likely to vary between observers and even between different 
estimations by the same observer. One could argue that because the environment is not 
completely known and certain, the predictions based on real data cannot reach 100% 
accuracy regardless of the chosen algorithm.

One aim of this project was to aid the waxers of the national team in selecting the best skis 
for given conditions. The result of the evaluation of the ML algorithms used in this project 
suggests that this is possible. Even for the small data set used in the evaluation, the mean 
accuracy for the ANN algorithm was as high as 75,68%, with a standard deviation of 
12,20%, and the accuracy is likely to rise with more data to train on. Probably more 
important is that only a few samples, 2 for the ANN algorithm and 1 for the others, were 
incorrectly classified as Rejected when their actual category was Top pick. This suggests 
that the risk of an actual top performing ski pair not being selected for test is low. The ANN 
algorithm correctly predicted more of all three categories: top pick, ok and rejected than both
the Decision Tree and the SVM algorithm. The k fold cross-validation of the algorithms 
showed that the ANN had a lower standard deviation for the accuracy values. To conclude, 
ANN seems to be best suited for the problem in hand, and it showed promising results for 
future use in a sharp environment. It is important to mention that the preparations for the 
ANN algorithm in this project were more time consuming than for the other algorithms. This 
means that the comparison is not completely fair. If the same amount of time would have 
been spent on the other algorithms fine-tuning their parameters, they may have performed 
better. It is, however, based on the experience of the author of this project, unlikely that their
performance would have been as high as for the ANN anyway.

There are some possible further developments that could be quite easily implemented in a 
future extension of this project. As mentioned in the construction chapter section 4, the 
output of the ANN algorithm is probabilities for each category. Instead of converting the 
output to distinct categories, this could be used to create a predicted ranking list with the ski 
pair most probable to be a top pick ranked as number one. During this project, there was not
enough time to integrate the predictions into the app. This could be done by letting the user 
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input snow conditions and which athletes ski pairs to chose from. These parameters would 
then be sent to the web service, which would use the ML algorithm to predict the best skis 
for the conditions specified by the user and send the result to the app for presentation.

6.3 Ethical Aspects
The outcome of the project may have been influenced by the author’s deep knowledge in 
the field of cross-country skiing. Because the project was carried out in close collaboration 
with the waxers of the national team, this influence was minimized in favor of the opinions of
the waxers.

The test data presented in this report was generated based on real experience from the 
waxers of the national team. However, care was taken not to publish sensitive information, 
and the grindings were renamed.

The app was constructed to avoid leaking information which could harm the national team 
by giving other nations access to their ski tests.

Regarding the athletes, no sensitive information is stored in the database. The only athlete-
specific information stored is their name, their ski brand and the skis belonging to each 
athlete.

This report reveals some flaws in the process of selecting skis in the national team. This 
was discussed with the head of the waxers of the national team, Urban Nilsson, but he did 
not consider it to be information which the competing nations could take advantage of.
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 7 Conclusions
The completed app produced in this project does provide the functionality which was 
requested by the waxers of the national team. By using the app, the waxers have a common
book-keeping of ski pairs and ski tests. If a waxer needs knowledge about ski pairs 
belonging to an athlete for whom he is not responsible, the app provides a convenient way 
to access this information compared to the previous system of spreadsheets and physical 
notebooks. Another advantage of the app compared to the spreadsheets and notebooks is 
that the information can be accessed from any place where a working Internet connection 
exists.

A possible extension to the app is to provide functionality for book-keeping ski waxes and 
testing of those. The procedure is similar to the testing of ski pairs, which should make this 
extension fairly simple to make.

Regarding the predictions, the ANN algorithm did have a significantly better mean accuracy 
than the Decision Tree and SVM algorithms and with a lower standard deviation. The ANN 
algorithm also performed best regarding the prediction of the different categories in the 
confusion matrix. Because of this, the results of this project suggest that, among the 
evaluated algorithms, ANN is the most suitable algorithm to use in the purpose of selecting 
the best skis. In the confusion matrix, the ANN algorithm made the most accurate 
predictions in a majority of the situations. The high accuracy of 75,68%, with a standard 
deviation of 12,20%, and the fact that only 2 ski pairs out of a possible 28 were wrongly 
predicted as rejected where the actual outcome was top pick suggests that the ANN could 
be usable in practice for the waxers of the national team to aid in selecting skis. In the 
future, the predictions could be further developed to aid in selecting the best grindings or ski
bases. Also, if the measured properties of the ski pairs would be used as output for the ML 
algorithm, the process of selecting and ordering customized ski pairs from the 
manufacturers could be aided.

7.1 Completion
The questions in the problem statement of this project are here presented and commented 
on.

How can information from test sessions be collected for a predictive system to predict the 
optimal skis in given conditions?
By constructing a web service that stores the information about ski pairs and test sessions 
in a database and makes the data accessible from mobile devices. Mobile devices can then,
with an application installed, be used to access and store the information from the field.

How can the collected information be labeled to support the predictive system?
By dividing the result of test sessions into the categories top pick, ok, and rejected. This 
made it possible to use ML algorithms to classify the results.

Using a machine learning algorithm, how reliably can the optimal skis in given conditions be
predicted?
By looking at the mean accuracy score of the k fold cross-validation the reliability can be 
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evaluated. The ANN algorithm had a mean accuracy of 75,68%, with a standard deviation of
12,20%, together with a well-distributed confusion matrix. It was discovered that, for all three
of the evaluated ML algorithms, very few ski pairs were predicted as rejected when the 
actual outcome was top pick. This means that the risk of not selecting the best skis for a test
is low.

From different algorithms of different biases, which algorithm is most suitable for the project 
in terms of accuracy and the previously defined reliability?
The ANN algorithm had the best mean accuracy score with the lowest standard deviation. It 
also had the best-distributed confusion matrix. The conclusion is that, among the evaluated 
ML algorithms, the ANN algorithm is most suitable for the project.
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Appendix A: A Testing Protocol

The illustration above shows a protocol that is filled in after ski test sessions performed by 
the national team. The protocol was provided by Urban Nilsson. The intended use of the 
protocol is pair gliding. The top fields are for information about snow and weather 
conditions. Below to the left, participating ski pairs are filled in. In the middle, ski pairs are 
tested against each other two by two with the winners going to the next round until a total 
winner is chosen.
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Appendix B: Listing of Entities
This appendix lists the entities in illustration 5 with explanations where necessary.

Athlete An owner of ski pairs
Test session A test session
Waxer A user profile. A Waxer can have multiple Athletes in a 

many-to-many relationship
Snow type A snow type
Snow composition A snow type of a test session. One test session can have 

multiple snow compositions
Ski pair A ski pair with its properties
Ski brand A ski brand
Ski type A ski type. For example Skate or Classic
Grinding A type of grinding
Grinding moment A date for when a ski pair has been grinded
Participation A participation of a ski pair in a test session
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Appendix C: Model Definitions
This appendix shows the content of the model file in the web service. The HandStructure, 
HandStructureMoment, and PowderMoment were created for future use, and are not 
included in any functionality related to this project.

from django.db import models import django.contrib.auth
from django.contrib.auth.models import User
from django.db.models import Q
from django.db.models.signals import post_save
from django.dispatch import receiver
from rest_framework.exceptions import ValidationError

class Team(models.Model):

    """The team/organisation/sport"""
    name = models.CharField(max_length=30)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.name

class Profile(models.Model):
    user = models.OneToOneField(User, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE, 

     null=True)
    athletes = models.ManyToManyField('Athlete', blank=True)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.user.first_name + ' ' + self.user.last_name + 

   '(' + self.user.username + ')'

# Defining signals so the Profile model will be automatically 
created/updated when creating/updating User instances
@receiver(post_save, sender=User)
def create_user_profile(sender, instance, created, **kwargs):
    if created:
        Profile.objects.create(user=instance)

@receiver(post_save, sender=User)
def save_user_profile(sender, instance, **kwargs):
    instance.profile.save()

class SnowType(models.Model):
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    name = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    description = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.name

class SkiBrand(models.Model):
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    name = models.CharField(max_length=30)
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    # Overriding save to store team from request
    # TODO: Should be changed or removed in future use with 

multiple teams!
    def save(self, **kwargs):
        self.team_id = 1
        super(SkiBrand, self).save(**kwargs)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.name

class SkiType(models.Model):
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    name = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    description = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.name

class SkiTag(models.Model):
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    name = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    description = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.name

class SkiBase(models.Model):
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    name = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    description = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.name

class TestSession(models.Model):
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    created_by = 

models.ForeignKey(django.contrib.auth.get_user_model(), 
on_delete=models.PROTECT)

    time_of_test = models.DateTimeField()
    name_of_place = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    latitude = models.DecimalField(max_digits=13, decimal_places=10,

     null=True, blank=True)
    longitude = models.DecimalField(max_digits=13, 

decimal_places=10, null=True, 
blank=True)

    comment = models.CharField(max_length=300, blank=True)
    air_temperature = models.DecimalField(max_digits=4, 

    decimal_places=2, null=True, blank=True)
    snow_temperature = models.DecimalField(max_digits=4, 

     decimal_places=2, null=True, blank=True)
    air_humidity = models.DecimalField(max_digits=5, 

 decimal_places=2, null=True, blank=True)
    snow_humidity = models.DecimalField(max_digits=5, 

  decimal_places=2, null=True, blank=True)
    ski_type = models.ForeignKey(SkiType, on_delete=models.PROTECT)
    participating_skis = models.ManyToManyField("SkiPair", 

 through="SkiParticipation")
    using_manual_rank = models.BooleanField(default=False)
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    def __str__(self):
        return self.time_of_test.__str__() + ' ' + 

   self.name_of_place

class SnowCompositionPart(models.Model):
    test_session = models.ForeignKey(TestSession, 

 on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    snow_type = models.ForeignKey(SnowType, 

 on_delete=models.PROTECT)
    percentage = models.PositiveSmallIntegerField()

    def __str__(self):
        return self.snow_type.__str__() + ' ' + str(self.percentage)

   + '%' + self.test_session.__str__()

class SkiPair(models.Model):
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    owner = models.ForeignKey('Athlete', null=True, 

on_delete=models.SET_NULL)
    serial_number = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    brand = models.ForeignKey(SkiBrand, on_delete=models.PROTECT)
    type = models.ForeignKey(SkiType, on_delete=models.PROTECT)
    tags = models.ManyToManyField(SkiTag, blank=True)
    nickname = models.CharField(max_length=30, blank=True)
    description = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True)
    base = models.ForeignKey(SkiBase, on_delete=models.PROTECT)
    weight_for_measure = models.PositiveSmallIntegerField(

 verbose_name= 'Weight as base for the 
 measurements', null=True)

    height_full_body_weight = models.DecimalField(max_digits=4, 
decimal_places=1, null=True, 
blank=True)

    height_half_body_weight = models.DecimalField(max_digits=4, 
decimal_places=1, null=True, 
blank=True)

    weight_for_complete_pushdown = models.DecimalField(max_digits=5,
     decimal_places=2, null=True, 
     blank=True)

    def __str__(self):
        if self.nickname:
            nickname_string = ' ' + self.nickname
        else:
            nickname_string = ''
        return self.serial_number[-3:] + nickname_string + ' ' + 

   self.type.name

class Grinding(models.Model):
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    name = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    description = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.name

class GrindingMoment(models.Model):
    date = models.DateTimeField()
    ski_pair = models.ForeignKey(SkiPair, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    grinding = models.ForeignKey(Grinding, on_delete=models.PROTECT)
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    def __str__(self):
        return self.ski_pair.__str__() + ': ' + 

   self.grinding.__str__()

class SkiParticipation(models.Model):
    ski_pair = models.ForeignKey(SkiPair, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    test_session = models.ForeignKey(TestSession, 

 on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    manual_rank = models.IntegerField(null=True, blank=True)
    calculated_rank = models.IntegerField(null=True, blank=True)
    comment = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True)

    # Makes sure related Ski Versuses are deleted if a 
participation is deleted

    def delete(self):
        related_versuses = SkiVersus.objects.filter(
            Q(test_session=self.test_session, winner=self.ski_pair) 

  | Q(test_session=self.test_session,  
  looser=self.ski_pair))

        if related_versuses:
            related_versuses.delete()
        super(SkiParticipation, self).delete()

    def __str__(self):
        return self.ski_pair.__str__() + ' ' + 

   self.test_session.__str__() + ' Man. rank: ' + str(
               self.manual_rank) + ' Calc. rank: ' + 

   str(self.calculated_rank)

class SkiVersus(models.Model):
    test_session = models.ForeignKey(TestSession, 

 on_delete=models.CASCADE)
     winner = models.ForeignKey(SkiPair, 

 related_name='winning_pair', 
 on_delete=models.CASCADE)

    looser = models.ForeignKey(SkiPair, related_name='loosing_pair',
  on_delete=models.CASCADE)

    difference = models.SmallIntegerField(verbose_name='Difference 
in centimeters')

    comment = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True)

    def validate_unique(self, exclude=None):
        qs = SkiVersus.objects.filter(

 test_session=self.test_session)
        if qs.filter(winner=self.winner, 

   looser=self.looser).exists():
            raise ValidationError('Ski Versus must have a unique 

     combination of test session, 
     winner and looser')

    def save(self, *args, **kwargs):
        self.validate_unique()

        super(SkiVersus, self).save(*args, **kwargs)

    def __str__(self):
        return "1:a " + str(self.winner.serial_number + ', 2:a ' + 

   self.looser.serial_number)

class HandStructure(models.Model):
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    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    name = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    description = models.CharField(max_length=200, blank=True)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.name

class HandStructureMoment(models.Model):
    date = models.DateTimeField()
    ski_pair = models.ForeignKey(SkiPair, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    hand_structure = models.ForeignKey(HandStructure, 

   on_delete=models.CASCADE)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.ski_pair + ': ' + Grinding

class PowderMoment(models.Model):
    ski_pair = models.ForeignKey(SkiPair, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    date = models.DateTimeField()

    def __str__(self):
        return 'Powdered ' + self.date

class Athlete(models.Model):
    team = models.ForeignKey(Team, on_delete=models.CASCADE)
    first_name = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    last_name = models.CharField(max_length=30)
    fis_code = models.IntegerField(null=True, blank=True, 

     unique=True)
    ski_brand = models.ForeignKey(SkiBrand, 

    on_delete=models.PROTECT)

    GENDER_CHOICES = (
        ('M', 'Male'),
        ('F', 'Female'),
    )
    gender = models.CharField(max_length=1, choices=GENDER_CHOICES)

    def __str__(self):
        return self.first_name + ' ' + self.last_name + ' ' +   

   self.ski_brand.name
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Appendix D: URL Routing and View Sets
Below, the content of the main URL routing file in the web service is shown. For each model,
the ending part of the URL as well as a related view set is defined.

from django.urls import path
from django.conf.urls import url, include
from rest_framework import routers
from . import views

router = routers.DefaultRouter()
router.register(r'waxer', views.WaxerViewSet, base_name='user')
router.register(r'snow-type', views.SnowTypeViewSet, 

    base_name='snow_type')
router.register(r'ski-brand', views.SkiBrandViewSet, 

    base_name='ski_brand')
router.register(r'ski-type', views.SkiTypeViewSet, 

    base_name='ski_type')
router.register(r'ski-tag', views.SkiTagViewSet, 

    base_name='ski_tag')
router.register(r'ski-base', views.SkiBaseViewSet,     

        base_name='ski_base')
router.register(r'test-session', views.TestSessionViewSet,       

    base_name='test_session')
router.register(r'snow-composition-part', 

    views.SnowCompositionPartViewSet, 
    base_name='snow_composition_part')

router.register(r'ski-pair', views.SkiPairViewSet, 
    base_name='ski_pair')

router.register(r'grinding', views.GrindingViewSet, 
    base_name='grinding')

router.register(r'grinding-moment', views.GrindingMomentViewSet, 
    base_name='grinding_moment')

router.register(r'ski-participation', views.SkiParticipationViewSet,
    base_name='ski_participation')

router.register(r'ski-versus', views.SkiVersusViewSet, 
    base_name='ski_versus')

router.register(r'hand-structure', views.HandStructureViewSet, 
    base_name='hand_structure')

router.register(r'hand-structure-moment', 
    views.HandStructureMomentViewSet, 
    base_name='hand_structure_moment')

router.register(r'powder-moment', views.PowderMomentViewSet, 
    base_name='powder_moment')

router.register(r'athlete', views.AthleteViewSet, 
    base_name='athlete')

# Wire up our API using automatic URL routing.
# Additionally, we include login URLs for the browsable API.
urlpatterns = [
    url(r'^', include(router.urls)),
    url(r'^api-auth/', include('rest_framework.urls',   

  namespace='rest_framework')),
    path('', views.index, name='index'),
]

The view set for the TestSession is shown below:

class TestSessionViewSet(viewsets.ModelViewSet):
    """
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        Filter parameters:
        waxer (pk)
        participating_ski_pair
    """

    permission_classes = (permissions.IsAuthenticated,)

    serializer_class = TestSessionSerializer

    def get_queryset(self):
        """
        This view should return a list of all entities belonging to
        to the same team as the currently authenticated user.
        """
        user = self.request.user
        queryset = TestSession.objects.filter(

 team=user.profile.team)

        # Filter on waxer
        waxer_pk = self.request.query_params.get('waxer', None)
        if waxer_pk is not None:
            queryset = queryset.filter(created_by__pk=waxer_pk)

        # Filter on participating ski pair
        ski_pair_pk = self.request.query_params.get(

    'participating_ski_pair', None)
        if ski_pair_pk is not None:
            queryset = queryset.filter(

skiparticipation__ski_pair__pk=ski_pair_pk)

        return queryset

    def perform_create(self, serializer):
        # Get team from request
        serializer.save(team=self.request.user.profile.team)

The only required line of code in the view set is serializer_class = 
TestSessionSerializer which defines the serializer for the model. To customize the 
behavior of the actions, the default functions can be overridden. In this case, 
get_queryset(self) was overridden to provide the possibility to customize the response
of a read action. Also, the perform_create(self, serializer) was overridden. This 
is the place where changes to model can be customized before save. In this case, the team 
to which the user making the request belongs was added. 

To handle the manual ranking of skis, used when the waxers rank their skis based on overall
impression, perform_create and perform_update was overridden in the 
SkiParticipation view set. These overrides had to be done because the ranking of all ski 
pairs participating in a test session has to be adapted when a ranking of one ski pair is 
changed or when a new ski pair is added to a test. Below is an example of the 
perform_update override:

def perform_update(self, serializer):

    instance = serializer.save()
    print("Instance: " + str(instance.manual_rank))
    print("allPart..:")
    # Push all object with same ranking or worse one step
    if instance.manual_rank is not None:
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        allParticipators = SkiParticipation.objects.filter(
  test_session=instance.test_session).order_by(

            'manual_rank')
        
        rank = 1
        for participator in allParticipators:
            if participator.pk != instance.pk:
                if rank == instance.manual_rank:
                    rank += 1
                participator.manual_rank = rank
                participator.save()
            rank += 1
        
        print("After save: ")
        for participator in allParticipators:
            print(participator.manual_rank)
    else:
        allParticipators = SkiParticipation.objects.filter(

   test_session=instance.test_session)
           instance.manual_rank = 

   allParticipators.count()
           instance.save()
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Appendix E: A Serializer Class
Below is the Serializer definition for the TestSession model:

class TestSessionSerializer(WritableNestedModelSerializer):
    created_by = WaxerSerializer()
    ski_type = SkiTypeSerializer()
    class Meta:
        model = TestSession
        fields = ('pk',
                  'created_by',
                  'time_of_test',
                  'name_of_place',
                  'latitude',
                  'longitude',
                  'comment',
                  'air_temperature',
                  'snow_temperature',
                  'air_humidity',
                  'snow_humidity',
                  'ski_type',
                  'using_manual_rank')

The ”created_by” and the ”ski_type” fields in the TestSession model foreign keys to other 
models. At the beginning of the serializer code above they are specified as other serializers 
making use of the WritableNestedSerializer.
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Appendix F: A Protocol and a Data Model in 
the iOS App
This appendix begins by showing a protocol used to make the data models of the app 
conform to the functionality needed for communication with the web service:

/// Protocol for data models. Extends Mappable from ObjectMapper.
protocol RESTDataModelProtocol: Mappable {
    
    var primaryKey: Int? { get set }
    
    static var restAPINameOfModel: String { get }
    
    /// - returns: The name of the model in the REST API
    static func getRestAPINameOfModel() -> String
    
    /// - returns: A representation of all relevant fields in the 

model. Excludes primary key if none exists
    func getDictRepresentation() -> [String: Any]
    
    /// - returns: True if the object has a primary key collected 

from the REST API
    func isMappedToRESTAPI() -> Bool
    
    /// - returns: The primary key of the object as an Optional
    func getPrimaryKey() -> Int?
}

Here follows an example of one of the more complex data models of the app:

class TestSession: RESTDateParser, RESTDataModelProtocol, Comparable
{
    
    static var restAPINameOfModel: String = "test-session"
    var primaryKey: Int?
    
    var createdBy: Waxer = Waxer()
    var timeOfTest: String = ""
    var nameOfPlace: String = ""
    var latitude: Double?
    var longitude: Double?
    var airTemperature: String = ""
    var snowTemperature: String = ""
    var airHumidity: String = ""
    var snowHumidity: String = ""
    var skiType: SkiType = SkiType()
    var comment: String = ""

var usingManualRank: Bool = false
    
    /// Gets time of test as a Date.
    /// - note: The time of a test is represented in the class as a 

String of ISO8601 format.
    func getTimeOfTest() -> Date {
        return parseRESTDateFromString(dateAsString: timeOfTest)
    }
    
    /// Sets time of test from a Date.
    /// - note: The time of a test is represented in the class as a 

String of ISO8601 format.
    func setTimeOfTest(timeOfTest: Date) -> Void {
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        self.timeOfTest = parseRESTDateToString(date: timeOfTest)
    }
    
    /// Returns value as decimal.
    func getAirTemperatureAsDecimal() -> Decimal? {
        guard let valueAsDecimal = Decimal(string: airTemperature) 

  else {
            return nil
        }
        return valueAsDecimal
    }
    
    /// Sets value from decimal.
    /// - returns: true if the conversion succeded
    func setAirTemperatureAsDecimal(valueAsDecimal: Decimal) -> Void

{
        var toConvert = valueAsDecimal
        airTemperature = NSDecimalString(&toConvert, nil)
    }
    
    /// Returns value as decimal.
    func getSnowTemperatureAsDecimal() -> Decimal? {
        guard let valueAsDecimal = Decimal(string: snowTemperature) 

    else {
            return nil
        }
        return valueAsDecimal
    }
    
    /// Sets value from decimal.
    /// - returns: true if the conversion succeded
    func setSnowTemperatureAsDecimal(valueAsDecimal: Decimal) -> 

Void {
        var toConvert = valueAsDecimal
        snowTemperature = NSDecimalString(&toConvert, nil)
    }
    
    
    /// Returns value as decimal.
    func getAirHumidityAsDecimal() -> Decimal? {
        guard let valueAsDecimal = Decimal(string: airHumidity) else

{
            return nil
        }
        return valueAsDecimal
    }
    
    /// Sets value from decimal.
    /// - returns: true if the conversion succeded
    func setAirHumidityAsDecimal(valueAsDecimal: Decimal) -> Void {
        var toConvert = valueAsDecimal
        airHumidity = NSDecimalString(&toConvert, nil)
    }
    
    /// Returns value as decimal.
    func getSnowHumidityAsDecimal() -> Decimal? {
        guard let valueAsDecimal = Decimal(string: snowHumidity) 

  else {
            return nil
        }
        return valueAsDecimal
    }
    
    /// Sets value from decimal.
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    /// - returns: true if the conversion succeeded
    func setSnowHumidityAsDecimal(valueAsDecimal: Decimal) -> Void {
        var toConvert = valueAsDecimal
        snowHumidity = NSDecimalString(&toConvert, nil)
    }
    
    func getDictRepresentation() -> [String : Any] {
        var dictRepresentation: [String : Any] = 

["created_by" : createdBy.getDictRepresentation(),
  "time_of_test": timeOfTest,                      
  "name_of_place": nameOfPlace,                    
  "ski_type": skiType.getDictRepresentation(),     
  "comment": comment,
  "using_manual_rank": usingManualRank]

        // Add optionals if they contain a value
        if let extractedPK = primaryKey {
            dictRepresentation["pk"] = extractedPK
        }
        if let extractedLatitude = latitude {

print(extractedLatitude)
            dictRepresentation["latitude"] = extractedLatitude
        }
        if let extractedLongitude = longitude {

print(extractedLongitude)
            dictRepresentation["longitude"] = extractedLongitude
        }      
        // Add measures if the are not empty strings
        if (!airTemperature.isEmpty) {
            dictRepresentation["air_temperature"] = airTemperature
        }
        if (!snowTemperature.isEmpty) {
            dictRepresentation["snow_temperature"] = snowTemperature
        }
        if (!airHumidity.isEmpty) {
            dictRepresentation["air_humidity"] = airHumidity
        }
        if (!snowHumidity.isEmpty) {
            dictRepresentation["snow_humidity"] = snowHumidity
        }
        
        return dictRepresentation
    }
    
    
    init(primaryKey: Int?, createdBy: Waxer, timeOfTest: String, 

     nameOfPlace: String, latitude: Double?, longitude: 
   Double?, airTemperature: String, snowTemperature: String, 
   airHumidity: String, snowHumidity: String, skiType: 

     SkiType, comment: String) {
        self.primaryKey = primaryKey
        self.createdBy = createdBy
        self.timeOfTest = timeOfTest
        self.nameOfPlace = nameOfPlace
        self.latitude = latitude
        self.longitude = longitude
        self.airTemperature = airTemperature
        self.snowTemperature = snowTemperature
        self.airHumidity = airHumidity
        self.snowHumidity = snowHumidity
        self.skiType = skiType
        self.comment = comment
    }
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    func mapping(map: Map) {
        primaryKey          <- map["pk"]
        createdBy           <- map["created_by"]
        timeOfTest          <- map["time_of_test"]
        nameOfPlace         <- map["name_of_place"]
        latitude            <- map["latitude"]
        longitude           <- map["longitude"]
        airTemperature      <- map["air_temperature"]
        snowTemperature     <- map["snow_temperature"]
        airHumidity         <- map["air_humidity"]
        snowHumidity        <- map["snow_humidity"]
        skiType             <- map["ski_type"]
        comment             <- map["comment"]

  usingManualRank     <- map["using_manual_rank"]
        
        
    }
    
    required init?(map: Map) { }
    override init(){}
    
    // Functions to make the model conform to the Comparable and 

 Equtable protocols
    
    // Compare by date
    static func < (lhs: TestSession, rhs: TestSession) -> Bool {
        return lhs.getTimeOfTest() > rhs.getTimeOfTest()
    }
    
    // Compare by primary key
    static func == (lhs: TestSession, rhs: TestSession) -> Bool {
        if let lhsPK = lhs.getPrimaryKey(), 

     let rhsPK = rhs.getPrimaryKey() {
            return  lhsPK == rhsPK
        }
        else {
            return false
        }
    }
}
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Appendix G: The REST handling class
A class following the Singleton pattern, named RESTCaller, was used for all communication 
with the web service. This singleton class contains variables for the user credentials which 
has to be provided in all requests to the web service. It also contains functions 
corresponding to each of the CRUD commands. The read command was implemented in 
two functions: The first function fetches a single object from the web service while the 
second one fetches an array of objects. The CRUD functions were implemented as template
functions with a type conforming to the common protocol shown in Appendix F. When the 
functions are called, an object following this protocol must be provided. This way, the 
functions are reusable for all the data models in the app. 

Below, the RESTCaller class is presented.

//
//  RESTCaller.swift
//  Ski Manager
//
//  Created by Lars Nelson on 2018-04-17.
//  Copyright © 2018 Lars Nelson. All rights reserved.
//

import Foundation

import Alamofire
import SwiftyJSON
import ObjectMapper
import AlamofireObjectMapper

/// Implements REST calls.
/// - note: Has all CRUD commands. The read call exists in two 

versions. readArray() returns an array and readOne() returns a 
single object.

class RESTCaller {
    // Makes the class a singleton
    static let shared = RESTCaller()
    
    // Adress to REST API
    #if targetEnvironment(simulator)
        private let API_ADRESS = "http://127.0.0.1:8000/"
    #else
        private let API_ADRESS = 

https://larsnelson.pythonanywhere.com/"
    #endif
    
    // Login details
    private var username: String = ""
    private var password: String = ""
    
    init() {}
    
    /// Constructor with login info.
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - username: A username string
    ///     - password: A password string
    init(userName: String, password: String) {
        self.username = userName
        self.password = password
    }
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    /// Sets the username
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - pUserName: The username
    public func setUserName(pUsername : String) -> Void {
        username = pUsername
    }
    
    /// Sets the password
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - pPassword: The username
    public func setPassword(pPassword : String) -> Void {
        password = pPassword
    }
    
    /// Logs out
    public func logOut() -> Void {
        setUserName(pUsername: "")
        setPassword(pPassword: "")
    }
    
    /// Performs a create call.
    /// - note: userInfo in successnotification contains ["model": 

     createdModel as AnyObject]
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - toCreate: The data model to create
    ///     - succesNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on success
    ///     - failureNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on failure
    /// - returns: False if something was wrong already before 

 making the http request
    public func create<T: RESTDataModelProtocol> (toCreate: T, 

succesNotificationName: NSNotification.Name, 
failureNotificationName: NSNotification.Name) -> Bool {

        // Adress including object name
        let completeAdress = API_ADRESS + T.getRestAPINameOfModel() 

     + "/"        
        // Make request (asynchronous)
        Alamofire.request(completeAdress, method: .post, parameters:

toCreate.getDictRepresentation(), encoding: 
JSONEncoding.default)

            .validate(statusCode: 200..<300)
            .authenticate(user: username, password: password)
            .responseObject { (response: DataResponse<T>) in
                // If request succeeded
                if response.result.isSuccess {
                    // Get response (will get mapped to the T model)
                    let createdModel = response.result.value
                    
                    // Place data in a dictionary to send with the 

     notification
                    let notificationData: [String: AnyObject] = 

["model": createdModel as AnyObject]
                    // Notify that creation has been done an provide

     the created model
                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 

succesNotificationName, object: nil, 
userInfo: notificationData)

                }
                    // If request failed
                else {
                    // Print error to console
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                    print("Error raised in APICaller.create(): \
(String(describing: 
 response.result.error))")

                    print("RESPONSE:")
                    if let data = response.data {
                        let json = String(data: data, encoding: 

     String.Encoding.utf8)
                        print("Failure Response: \(json ?? 

"Empty")")
                    }
                    else {
                        print("No response data")
                    }
                    // Place info in a dictionary to make the 

     listening function able to retry the function
     call

                    let notificationData: [String: 
RESTDataModelProtocol] = ["input": 
toCreate]

                    // Notify that the request failed
                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 

failureNotificationName, object: nil, 
userInfo: notificationData)

                }
            }
        return true
    }
    
    /// Performs a read call and excpects and array to be returned 

  in the call.
    /// - note: userInfo in successnotification contains 

    ["modelArray": readArray]
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - _ Dummy to enable use of template
    ///     - modelName: The name of the data model
    ///     - filters: Filters for the database query
    ///     - succesNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on success
    ///     - failureNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on failure
    /// - returns: False if something was wrong already before 

  making the http request
    public func readArray<T: RESTDataModelProtocol> (_: T, filters: 

[String: String], succesNotificationName: 
 NSNotification.Name, failureNotificationName: 
 NSNotification.Name) -> Bool {

        
        // Model name
        let modelName: String = T.getRestAPINameOfModel()
        // Adress including object name
        let completeAdress = API_ADRESS + T.getRestAPINameOfModel() 

     + "/"
        
        // Make request (asynchronous)
        Alamofire.request(completeAdress, method: .get, parameters: 

filters, encoding: 
URLEncoding(destination: .queryString))

            .validate(statusCode: 200..<300)
            .authenticate(user: username, password: password)
            .responseArray { (response: DataResponse<[T]>) in
                // If request succeeded
                if response.result.isSuccess {
                    // Get response (will get mapped to the T model)
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                    let readArray = response.result.value ?? 
[RESTDataModelProtocol]()

                    
                    // Place data in a dictionary to send with the 

     notification
                    let notificationData: [String: 

[RESTDataModelProtocol]] = ["modelArray": 
readArray]

                    // Notify that read has been done and provide 
     the data model array

                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 
succesNotificationName, object: nil, 
userInfo: notificationData)

                }
                // If request failed
                else {
                    // Print error to console
                    print("Error raised in APICaller.readArray(): \

 (String(describing: 
  response.result.error))")

                    
                    // Place info in a dictionary to make the 

     listening function able to retry the function
     call

                    let notificationData: [String: String] = 
["input": modelName]

                    // Notify that the request failed
                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 

  failureNotificationName, object: nil, userInfo: 
  notificationData)

                }
        }
        return true
    }
    
    /// Performs a read call for one item.
    /// - note: userInfo in successnotification contains ["model": 

    readObject]
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - _ Dummy to enable use of template
    ///     - modelName: The name of the data model
    ///     - primaryKey: The primary key of the object to read
    ///     - succesNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on success
    ///     - failureNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on failure
    /// - returns: False if something was wrong already before 

 making the http request
    public func readOne<T: RESTDataModelProtocol> (_: T, primaryKey:

Int, succesNotificationName: NSNotification.Name, 
failureNotificationName: NSNotification.Name) -> 
Bool {

        
        // Model name
        let modelName: String = T.getRestAPINameOfModel()        
        // Adress including object name and primary key
        let completeAdress = API_ADRESS + modelName + "/" + 

String(primaryKey) + "/"
        // Make request (asynchronous)
        Alamofire.request(completeAdress, method: .get, encoding: 

JSONEncoding.default)
            .validate(statusCode: 200..<300)
            .authenticate(user: username, password: password)
            .responseObject { (response: DataResponse<T>) in
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                // If request succeeded
                if response.result.isSuccess {
                    // Get response (will get mapped to the T model)
                    let readObject = response.result.value!
                    
                    // Place data in a dictionary to send with the 

     notification
                    let notificationData: [String: T] = ["model": 

readObject]
                    // Notify that creation has been done an provide

     the created model
                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 

succesNotificationName, object: nil, 
userInfo: notificationData)

                }
                    // If request failed
                else {
                    // Print error to console
                    print("Error raised in APICaller.readOne(): \

  (String(describing: response.result.error))")
                    
                    // Place info in a dictionary to make the 

     listening function able to retry the function
     call

                    let notificationData: [String: Int] = 
["primaryKey": primaryKey]

                    // Notify that the request failed
                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 

failureNotificationName, object: nil, 
userInfo: notificationData)

                }
        }
        return true
    }
    
    /// Performs a update call for a data object.
    /// - note: userInfo in successnotification contains ["model": 

    updatedObject]
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - objectToUpdate: The data object to update
    ///     - succesNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on success
    ///     - failureNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on failure
    /// - returns: False if something was wrong already before 

 making the http request
    public func update<T: RESTDataModelProtocol> (objectToUpdate: T,

succesNotificationName: NSNotification.Name,    
failureNotificationName: NSNotification.Name) -> Bool {

        // Check for primary key or abort method
        guard let primaryKey = objectToUpdate.getPrimaryKey() else {
            return false
        }
        // Adress including object name and primary key
        let completeAdress = API_ADRESS + T.getRestAPINameOfModel() 

     + "/" + String(primaryKey) + "/"
        // Make request (asynchronous)
        Alamofire.request(completeAdress, method: .put, parameters: 

objectToUpdate.getDictRepresentation(), encoding: 
JSONEncoding.default)

            .validate(statusCode: 200..<300)
            .authenticate(user: username, password: password)
            .responseObject { (response: DataResponse<T>) in
                // If request succeeded
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                if response.result.isSuccess {
                    // Get response (will get mapped to the T model)
                    let updatedObject = response.result.value!
                    
                    // Place data in a dictionary to send with the 

     notification
let notificationData: [String: T] = 

["updatedModel": updatedObject]
                    // Notify that update has been done and provide 

     the updated data model
                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 

succesNotificationName, object: nil, 
userInfo: notificationData)

                }
                    // If request failed
                else {
                    // Print error to console
                    print("Error raised in APICaller.update(): \

  (String(describing: response.result.error))")
print("RESPONSE:")
if let data = response.data {

let json = String(data: data, 
encoding: String.Encoding.utf8)
print("Failure Response: \(json ?? 
"Empty")")

}
else {

print("No response data")
}

                    // Place info in a dictionary to make the 
     listening function able to retry the function
     call

                    let notificationData: [String: Int] = 
["primaryKey": primaryKey]

                    // Notify that the request failed
                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 

failureNotificationName, object: nil, 
userInfo: notificationData)

                }
        }
        return true
    }
    
    /// Performs a delete call for one item.
    /// - note: userInfo in successnotification contains 

    ["objectToDelete": objectToDelete]
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - objectToDelete: The data object to update
    ///     - succesNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on success
    ///     - failureNotificationName: The name of the notification 

  to call on failure
    /// - returns: False if something was wrong already before 

 making the http request
    public func delete<T: RESTDataModelProtocol> (objectToDelete: T,

succesNotificationName: NSNotification.Name, 
failureNotificationName: NSNotification.Name) -> 
Bool {

        // Check for primary key or abort method
        guard let primaryKey = objectToDelete.getPrimaryKey() else {
            return false
        }
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        // Adress including object name and primary key
        let completeAdress = API_ADRESS + T.getRestAPINameOfModel() 

     + "/" + String(primaryKey) + "/"
        // Make request (asynchronous)
        Alamofire.request(completeAdress, method: .delete, 

parameters: nil, encoding: JSONEncoding.default)
            .validate(statusCode: 200..<300)
            .authenticate(user: username, password: password)
            .responseJSON { response in
                
                // If request succeeded
                if response.result.isSuccess {
                    
                    // Notify that delete has been done             
                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 

succesNotificationName, object: nil, 
userInfo: nil)

                }
                    // If request failed
                else {
                    // Print error to console
                    print("Error raised in APICaller.delete() with 

   primary key \(primaryKey) \
   (String(describing: 
    response.result.error))")

                    
                    // Place info in a dictionary to make the 

     listening function able to retry the function
     call

                    let notificationData = ["objectToDelete": 
   objectToDelete]

                    // Notify that the request failed
                    NotificationCenter.default.post(name: 

failureNotificationName, object: nil, 
userInfo: notificationData)

                }
        }
        
        return true
    }

}
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Appendix H: Tests for the REST handling 
Class
This appendix presents parts of the tests which were written to check the basic functionality 
of the RESTCaller class at an early stage of the development of the app. Minor details, like 
login related functionality, of the RESTCaller class was later changed without updating these
test to conform to the changes. These changes were instead confirmed to work by practical 
tests of the app.

import XCTest

@testable import Ski_Manager

class Ski_ManagerTests: XCTestCase {
    
    let restCaller = RESTCaller(userName: "****", password: "****")        
    
    /// Tests APICaller.readOne()
    func testAPICallerReadOne() {
        let dummyModel: Athlete = Athlete()
        
        // Test that returns a success notification
        XCTAssert(restCaller.readOne(dummyModel, modelName: 

Athlete.getRestAPINameOfModel(),
                                     primaryKey: 3, succesNotificationName: 

           Notification.Name.didReadOneAthlete,
                                     failureNotificationName: Notification.Name.failedToReadOneAthlete),
                            "Makes a correct call to readOne for Athlete in RESTCaller")
        
        // Test that retursn a failure notification
        XCTAssert(restCaller.readOne(dummyModel, modelName: 

"ModelWhichDoesNotExist",
                          primaryKey: 3, succesNotificationName: 

Notification.Name.didReadOneAthlete,
                          failureNotificationName: Notification.Name.failedToReadOneAthlete),

             "Makes an incorrect call to readOne for Athlete in RESTCaller")
        
        // Expecting a success notification
        expectation(forNotification: .didReadOneAthlete, object: nil, handler: { (notification) in    
            if let recievedObject = notification.userInfo?["model"] {
                if let convertedObject = recievedObject as? Athlete {
                    XCTAssert(convertedObject.getPrimaryKey() != nil, "Recieved object has a 

primary key")
                }
            }
            else {
                return false
            }
            return true
        })
        
        // Expectiong a failure notification
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        expectation(forNotification: .failedToReadOneAthlete, object: nil, handler: { (notification)
in

            
            if let failedPrimaryKey = notification.userInfo?["primaryKey"] as? Int {
                print("Failed primaryKey: " + String(failedPrimaryKey))
            }
            else {
                return false
            }
            return true
        })
        
        
        waitForExpectations(timeout: 10)
        {
            error in
            if let e = error
            {
                XCTFail("\(e.localizedDescription)")
            }
        }
    }
    
    /// Tests APICaller.readArray()
    func testAPICallerReadArray() {
        let dummyModel: Athlete = Athlete()
        
        let nonExistingModel = "ModelWhichDoesNotExist"
        
        // Test that returns a success notification
        XCTAssert(restCaller.readArray(dummyModel, modelName: 

Athlete.getRestAPINameOfModel(), filters: [:],
                                       succesNotificationName: Notification.Name.didReadArrayAthlete,
                                       failureNotificationName: 

Notification.Name.failedToReadArrayAthlete),
                  "Makes a correct call to readArray for Athlete in RESTCaller")
        
        // Test that returns a failure notification
        XCTAssert(restCaller.readArray(dummyModel, modelName: nonExistingModel, filters: 

[:],
                          succesNotificationName: Notification.Name.didReadArrayAthlete,
                          failureNotificationName: Notification.Name.failedToReadArrayAthlete),
                  "Makes an incorrect call to readOne for Athlete in RESTCaller")
        
        // Expecting a success notification
        expectation(forNotification: .didReadArrayAthlete, object: nil, handler: { (notification) in
            
            if let recievedObject = notification.userInfo?["modelArray"] {
                if let convertedArray = recievedObject as? [Athlete] {
                    XCTAssertFalse(convertedArray.isEmpty, "Array of athletes in not empty")
                    for athlete in convertedArray {
                        XCTAssert(athlete.getPrimaryKey() != nil, "Recieved object in array has a 

 primary key")
                    }
                }
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            }
            else {
                return false
            }
            return true
        })
        
        // Expectiong a failure notification
        expectation(forNotification: .failedToReadArrayAthlete, object: nil, handler: 

{ (notification) in
             if let failedModelName = notification.userInfo?["input"] as? String {
                XCTAssertEqual(failedModelName, nonExistingModel, "failedModelName is the 

    same as the one used in the call to readArray()")
            }
            else {
                return false
            }
            return true
        })
        
        
        waitForExpectations(timeout: 10)
        {
            error in
            if let e = error
            {
                XCTFail("\(e.localizedDescription)")
            }
        }
    }
    
    /// Tests APICaller.create()
    func testAPICallerCreate() {
        let skiBrandToCreate = SkiBrand(primaryKey: 1, name: "Fischer")
        let modelToCreate: Athlete = Athlete(primaryKey: nil,
                                             firstName: "Håkan",
                                             lastName: "Danielsson",
                                             fisCode: nil,
                                             skiBrand: skiBrandToCreate,
                                             gender: "M")
        
        let modelToCreateWithBlankGender: Athlete = Athlete(primaryKey: nil,
                                                             firstName: "Håkan",
                                                             lastName: "Danielsson",
                                                             fisCode: nil,
                                                             skiBrand: skiBrandToCreate,
                                                             gender: "")
        
        // Test that returns a success notification
        XCTAssert(restCaller.create(toCreate: modelToCreate, 

succesNotificationName: .didCreateAthlete,
                                    failureNotificationName: .failedToCreateAthlete),
                           "Make a correct call to create for Athlete in RESTCaller")
        
        // Test that returns a failure notification
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        XCTAssert(restCaller.create(toCreate: modelToCreateWithBlankGender, 
succesNotificationName: .didCreateAthlete,

                           failureNotificationName: .failedToCreateAthlete),
              "Make an incorrect call to create for Athlete in RESTCaller")

        
        // Expecting a success notification
        expectation(forNotification: .didCreateAthlete, object: nil, handler: { (notification) in        
            if let recievedObject = notification.userInfo?["model"] {
                if let convertedObject = recievedObject as? Athlete {
                    XCTAssert(convertedObject.getPrimaryKey() != nil, "Recieved object has a 

primary key")
                }
            }
            else {
                return false
            }
            return true
        })
        
        // Expecting a failure notification
        expectation(forNotification: .failedToCreateAthlete, object: nil, handler: { (notification) in

            return true
        })
        
        
        waitForExpectations(timeout: 10)
        {
            error in
            if let e = error
            {
                XCTFail("\(e.localizedDescription)")
            }
        }
    }
    
    /// Tests APICaller.update()
    func testAPICallerUpdate() {
        let skiBrandToCreate = SkiBrand(primaryKey: 1, name: "Fischer")
        // Random new last name each time
        let modelToUpdate: Athlete = Athlete(primaryKey: 24,
                                             firstName: "Håkan",
                                             lastName: randomString(length: 8),
                                             fisCode: nil,
                                             skiBrand: skiBrandToCreate,
                                             gender: "M")
        
        let modelToUpdateWithMissingPk: Athlete = Athlete(primaryKey: nil,
                                                            firstName: "Håkan",
                                                            lastName: randomString(length: 8),
                                                            fisCode: nil,
                                                            skiBrand: skiBrandToCreate,
                                                            gender: "M")
        
        let modelToCreateUpdateMissingGender: Athlete = Athlete(primaryKey: 26,
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                                                          firstName: "Håkan",
                                                          lastName: randomString(length: 8),
                                                          fisCode: nil,
                                                          skiBrand: skiBrandToCreate,
                                                          gender: "")
        
        // Test that should return a success notification
        XCTAssert(restCaller.update(objectToUpdate: modelToUpdate, 

succesNotificationName: .didUpdateAthlete,
                          failureNotificationName: .failedToUpdateAthlete),
                  "Make a correct call to create for Athlete in RESTCaller")
        
        // Test request to RESTCaller that should return false immediately since the primary
           key is missing
        XCTAssertFalse(restCaller.update(objectToUpdate: modelToUpdateWithMissingPk, 

         succesNotificationName: .didUpdateAthlete,
                                   failureNotificationName: .failedToUpdateAthlete),
                           "Make an incorrect call to create for Athlete in RESTCaller")
        
        // Test request to RESTCaller that should create a failure notification
        XCTAssert(restCaller.update(objectToUpdate: modelToCreateUpdateMissingGender, 

succesNotificationName: .didUpdateAthlete,
                          failureNotificationName: .failedToUpdateAthlete),
                         "Make an incorrect call to create for Athlete in RESTCaller")
        
        // Expecting a success notification
        expectation(forNotification: .didUpdateAthlete, object: nil, handler: { (notification) in
            
            if let recievedObject = notification.userInfo?["model"] {
                if let convertedObject = recievedObject as? Athlete {
                    XCTAssert(convertedObject.getPrimaryKey() != nil, "Recieved object has a 

primary key")
                }
            }
            else {
                return false
            }
            return true
        })
        
        // Expecting a failure notification
        expectation(forNotification: .failedToUpdateAthlete, object: nil, handler: { (notification) in
            return true
        })
        
        
        waitForExpectations(timeout: 10)
        {
            error in
            if let e = error
            {
                XCTFail("\(e.localizedDescription)")
            }
        }
    }
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    /// Tests APICaller.delete()
    /// - note: A pk which exists must be manually placed in the modelToDele variable 

      everytime the test runs
    func testAPICallerDelete() {
        
        let skiBrandToCreate = SkiBrand(primaryKey: 1, name: "Fischer")
        
        let modelToDelete: Athlete = Athlete(primaryKey: 28,
                                           firstName: "Håkan",
                                           lastName: "Bort",
                                           fisCode: nil,
                                           skiBrand: skiBrandToCreate,
                                           gender: "M")
        
        let modelToDeleteWithMissingPk: Athlete = Athlete(primaryKey: nil,
                                                          firstName: "Håkan",
                                                          lastName: "Bort",
                                                          fisCode: nil,
                                                          skiBrand: skiBrandToCreate,
                                                          gender: "M")
        
        let modelToDeleteWithNonExistantPk: Athlete = Athlete(primaryKey: 24000,
                                                              firstName: "Håkan",
                                                              lastName: "Bort",
                                                              fisCode: nil,
                                                              skiBrand: skiBrandToCreate,
                                                              gender: "M")
        
        // Test that should return a success notification
        XCTAssert(restCaller.delete(objectToDelete: modelToDelete, 

succesNotificationName: .didDeleteAthlete,
                          failureNotificationName: .failedToDeleteAthlete),

             "Make a correct call to create for Athlete in RESTCaller")

        // Test request to RESTCaller that should return false immediately since the primary      
key is missing

        XCTAssertFalse(restCaller.delete(objectToDelete: modelToDeleteWithMissingPk, 
         succesNotificationName: .didDeleteAthlete,

                                   failureNotificationName: .failedToDeleteAthlete),
                                "Make an incorrect call to create for Athlete in RESTCaller")

        // Test request to RESTCaller that should create a failure notification
        XCTAssert(restCaller.delete(objectToDelete: modelToDeleteWithNonExistantPk, 

succesNotificationName: .didDeleteAthlete,
                          failureNotificationName: .failedToDeleteAthlete),
                  "Make an incorrect call to create for Athlete in RESTCaller")

        // Expecting a success notification
        expectation(forNotification: .didDeleteAthlete, object: nil, handler: { (notification) in         
            return true
        })
        
        // Expecting a failure notification
        expectation(forNotification: .failedToDeleteAthlete, object: nil, handler: { (notification) in
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            return true
        })
                
        waitForExpectations(timeout: 10)
        {
            error in
            if let e = error
            {
                XCTFail("\(e.localizedDescription)")
            }
        }
    }
    
    func testPerformanceExample() {
        // This is an example of a performance test case.
        self.measure {
         // Put the code you want to measure the time of here.
        }
    }
    
    /// Helper function which generates a random string
    func randomString(length: Int) -> String {
        
        let letters : NSString = 

"abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyzABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789"
        let len = UInt32(letters.length)
        
        var randomString = ""        
        for _ in 0 ..< length {
            let rand = arc4random_uniform(len)
            var nextChar = letters.character(at: Int(rand))
            randomString += NSString(characters: &nextChar, length: 1) as String
        }        
        return randomString
    }
    
}
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Appendix I: The View Controllers
The user views of the app consist of views in the storyboard of Xcode and their 
corresponding view controllers. The main sections of the app are tests, ski pairs, and 
athletes, where the test section is the most complex. The test section contains views to 
handle listing of tests, adding or updating tests, adding participating ski pairs and ranking 
these participations. The ski pair section has about the same functionality as the athlete 
part. Most of the text content of the views was generated programmatically, but the layout 
was done in the storyboard.

Retrieving Data
Communication with the web service from the view controllers is exclusively handled 
through one class, the RESTCaller. As stated in chapter 4 section 2, the responses from 
requests in this class are asynchronous, and notifications are used to announce when a 
response is retrieved or has timed out. Notifications for failure and success are provided in 
the REST function calls, and the view controllers set themselves as observers of the 
notifications. When the notifications are retrieved, a handling function is called.

Handling Multiple Simultaneous Asynchronous Calls
In some of the view controllers where forms were to be presented, field choices had to be 
retrieved from the database of the web service. When this had to be done for multiple fields,
all choice requests had to finish before building the form. To solve this problem, 
DispatchGroup20 was used. For each request to the web service where the response action 
needed to be synchronized with other requests, the enter() command of a shared 
DispatchGroup object was called. In the functions handling related notifications, the leave()
command of the DispatchGroup object was called. The commands of the DispatchGroup 
class are presented in more detail in Appendix J.

Below, the code for the test sessions view controller. Note the prepare(…) function which 
controls what to do before transferring to another view controller. Observers for notifications 
raised when responses from the REST requests have been received are placed in 
viewDidLoad().

The Test Sessions View Controllers
Below the code for the test sessions view controller, made using UITableView, is presented.

import UIKit

class TestSessionsViewController: UIViewController {
    
    @IBOutlet weak var tableViewOutlet: UITableView!
    
    var testSessions: [TestSession] = [TestSession]()
    let refreshControl = UIRefreshControl()
    

20 https://developer.apple.com/documentation/dispatch/dispatchgroup  
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    /// Called from the Ski Pair edit create view
    @IBAction func unwindToTestSessionsVC(segue: UIStoryboardSegue) 

{
        print("unwindToTestSessionsVC called")
        if segue.identifier == 

"unwindToTestSessionDetailFromEditCreateSegue" {
            DispatchQueue.main.async() {
               self.performSegue(withIdentifier: 

"segueFromTestSessionsToDetailVC", sender: nil)
            }
            
        }
    }

    override func viewDidLoad() {
        super.viewDidLoad()

        // Add Notification observers
        NotificationCenter.default.addObserver(self, selector: 

#selector(self.handleUpdatedData(notification:)), 
name: .didReadArrayTestSession, object: nil)

        NotificationCenter.default.addObserver(self, selector: 
#selector(self.handleFailedUpdate(notification:)), name:
.failedToReadArrayTestSession, object: nil)

NotificationCenter.default.addObserver(self, selector: 
#selector(self.handleObjectDeleted(notification:)), 
name: .didDeleteTestSession, object: nil)

NotificationCenter.default.addObserver(self, selector: 
#selector(self.handleFailedDeletion(notification:)), 
name: .failedToDeleteTestSession, object: nil)

        // Target for refresh control
        refreshControl.addTarget(nil, action: 

#selector(updateTableData), for: .valueChanged)
        // Change color
        // refreshControl.tintColor = .blue

        // Set Refresh control
        tableViewOutlet.refreshControl = refreshControl

        updateTableData()
    }

override func viewDidAppear(_ animated: Bool) {
updateTableData()

}

    override func didReceiveMemoryWarning() {
        super.didReceiveMemoryWarning()
        // Dispose of any resources that can be recreated.
    }
    
    override func prepare(for segue: UIStoryboardSegue, sender: 

Any?) {
        // If Segueing to the detail view controller
        if segue.identifier == "segueFromTestSessionsToDetailVC" {
            if let detailVC = segue.destination as? 

 TestSessionDetailViewController, let ip = 
 tableViewOutlet.indexPathForSelectedRow {

                // Set test Session in the destination view 
 controller

                detailVC.testSession = testSessions[ip.row]
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            }
        }
    }

    /// Calls the REST api to get an updated array of objects to 
  fill the table.

    @objc private func updateTableData() -> Void {
        // Get test sessions
        let dummyTestSession = TestSession()
        if (!RESTCaller.shared.readArray(dummyTestSession, filters: 

[:], succesNotificationName: 
Notification.Name.didReadArrayTestSession, 
failureNotificationName: 
Notification.Name.failedToReadArrayTestSession)) {

            print("RESTCAller.readArray() failed in 
 TestSessionsViewController.")

        }
        
    }

    /// Called if a new array could not be fetched. Displays an 
  alert dialog to tell about this.

    /// - note: Called by a notification
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - notification: A Notification
    @objc private func handleFailedUpdate(notification: 

Notification) {

        // End refreshing (which was started if the call was from 
     the table refresh control)

        refreshControl.endRefreshing()

        // Present error dialog and let user decide to retry or 
     cancel

        let alertController = UIAlertController(title: "Hämtningen 
av data misslyckades", message: "Kontrollera 
uppkopplingen och försök igen", 
preferredStyle: .alert)

        // Show ok button
        alertController.addAction(UIAlertAction(title: "Ok", 

style: .default, handler: nil))

        // Show dialog
        present(alertController, animated: true, completion: nil)
    }

    /// Called when new array has been fetched. Updates the table 
  with the new data

    /// - note: Called by a notification
    /// - parameters:
    ///     - notification: A Notification
    @objc private func handleUpdatedData(notification: Notification)

{
        guard let recievedObject = notification.userInfo?

["modelArray"] else {
            print("Did not recieve a modelArray in updateTable()")
            // End refreshing (which was started if the call was 

   from the table refresh control)
            refreshControl.endRefreshing()
            return
        }
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        guard let convertedArray = recievedObject as? [TestSession] 
  else {

            print("Did not recieve a TestSession array in 
 updateTable()")

            // End refreshing (which was started if the call was 
   from the table refresh control)

            refreshControl.endRefreshing()
            return
        }

        testSessions = convertedArray.sorted()

        tableViewOutlet.reloadData()
        // End refreshing (which was started if the call was from 

 the table refresh control)
        refreshControl.endRefreshing()
    }

/// Called if a Test Session could not be deleted.
/// - note: Called by a notification
/// - parameters:
///     - notification: A Notification
@objc private func handleFailedDeletion(notification: 
Notification) {
// Present error dialog and let user decide to retry or cancel
let alertController = UIAlertController(title: "Testet kunde 

inte raderas", message: "Kontrollera uppkopplingen, 
ladda om sidan genom att dra listan nedåt och släppa och
försök igen.", preferredStyle: .alert)

// Show ok button
alertController.addAction(UIAlertAction(title: "Ok", 

style: .default, handler: nil))

// Show dialog
present(alertController, animated: true, completion: nil)

}

/// Called when an athlete has been successfully deleted. 
  Updates the table.

/// - note: Called by a notification
/// - parameters:
///     - notification: A Notification
@objc private func handleObjectDeleted(notification: 
Notification) {
tableViewOutlet.reloadData()

}
   

}

extension TestSessionsViewController: UITableViewDataSource {
    
    func tableView(_ tableView: UITableView, numberOfRowsInSection 

section: Int) -> Int {
        // Return number of rows in the table
        return testSessions.count
    }

    func tableView(_ tableView: UITableView, cellForRowAt indexPath:
IndexPath) -> UITableViewCell {

        // Reuse cells to save memory
        let cell =  tableView.dequeueReusableCell(withIdentifier: 

  "testSessionCell2", for: indexPath)
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        let testSession = testSessions[indexPath.row]
        // Fill cell width

        let dateFormatter = DateFormatter()
        dateFormatter.locale = Locale.init(identifier: "sv_SE")
        dateFormatter.dateFormat = "yyyy-MM-dd HH:mm"

        cell.textLabel?.text = "\(dateFormatter.string(from: 
testSession.getTimeOfTest())) \
(testSession.nameOfPlace)"

        cell.detailTextLabel?.text = testSession.skiType.name

        return cell
    }

    
}

extension TestSessionsViewController: UITableViewDelegate {    

/// Handles slide actions on cells
func tableView(_ tableView: UITableView, editActionsForRowAt 
indexPath: IndexPath) -> [UITableViewRowAction]? {

// Delete
let delete = UITableViewRowAction(style: .destructive, title: 

 "Radera") { _,_ in
if let _ = tableView.cellForRow(at: indexPath) {

if self.testSessions.count > indexPath.row {
let objectToDelete = 

self.testSessions[indexPath.row]
// Delete from data array
self.testSessions.remove(at: indexPath.row)
// Delete from table
tableView.deleteRows(at: [indexPath], with: 

UITableViewRowAnimation.automatic)
// Delete from server
if (!RESTCaller.shared.delete(

objectToDelete: objectToDelete, 
succesNotificationName: 

Notification.Name.didDeleteTestSession, 
failureNotificationName: 
Notification.Name.failedToDeleteTestSession
)) {

print("Failed to call 
RESTCaller.delete() in 
TestSessionsViewController.")

}
}
else {

print("No Test session at index \
(indexPath.row) in 
 editActionsForRowAt")

}
}

}
return [delete]

}
}
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Appendix J: Waiting for multiple Notifications
The following code shows the usage of a DispatchGroup object for synchronizing the 
retrieval of field choices for a form. The functionality inside the notify function fires when the 
leave() command has been called as many times as the enter() command.

// Create a DispatchGroup object
let formLoaderDispatchGroup = DispatchGroup()
...
// Start synchronizing before making a REST request
formLoaderDispatchGroup.enter()
...
// Stop synchronizing. Should be called when handling a response
formLoaderDispatchGroup.leave()
...
// Build the form when the choice retrieval is done
formLoaderDispatchGroup.notify(queue: DispatchQueue.main, execute: {

self.buildForm()
})
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Appendix L: The user interface of the iOS 
Application
Chapter 5 section 2 describes the workflow for creating test sessions in the app. In this 
appendix, details of how a user can work with athletes and ski pairs are presented.

Athletes

Illustration 11 shows the form to add or edit an athlete. As for all data, when touching the 
Save button, the athlete data is sent to the web service. The details of an athlete can be 
seen in illustration 12 and illustration 13 shows a list of all athletes. To erase an athlete, the 
user can swipe to the left on an athlete in the list.
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Ski Pairs

Ski pairs are handled in a way similar to athletes. The main difference is in the detail view, 
shown in illustration 14. Here, tests in which the actual ski pair has participated can be 
viewed by touching the ”Tester” button. If the ”Slipar” button is touched, the user may add 
and view grinding moments to the ski pair, which makes it possible to know which grinding 
was applied on the ski pair at a particular moment.
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Appendix K: Implementation of Machine 
Learning Algorithms
The following sections show the code used to evaluate the ML Algorithms. Comments in the 
code explain the different parts of the code.

Data Preparation
import numpy as np
from sklearn.dummy import DummyClassifier
from sklearn.preprocessing import LabelEncoder, OneHotEncoder, StandardScaler
from sklearn.model_selection import cross_val_predict
from sklearn.model_selection import cross_val_score
from sklearn.svm import SVC
from sklearn.metrics import confusion_matrix
from sklearn.tree import DecisionTreeClassifier
from keras.wrappers.scikit_learn import KerasClassifier
from keras.models import Sequential
from keras.layers import Dense

from ski_manager.models import SnowCompositionPart, GrindingMoment, SkiParticipation

def prepare_data():
    x_list = []
    y_list = []

    ski_participations = 
SkiParticipation.objects.filter(test_session__name_of_place="Östersund",             
test_session__using_manual_rank=True)

    for participation in ski_participations:
        x_list_row = []
        y_list_row = []

        x_list_row.append(participation.test_session.air_temperature)

        x_list_row.append(participation.ski_pair.base.name)

        # Check for grinding
        try:
            current_grinding = 
GrindingMoment.objects.filter(date__lte=participation.test_session.time_of_test,     
ski_pair=participation.ski_pair).latest('date')
        except:
            continue

        x_list_row.append(current_grinding.grinding.name)

        # Get snow compositions
        try:
            new_snow = 
SnowCompositionPart.objects.get(test_session=participation.test_session,
                                                       snow_type__name="New snow")
        except:
            continue
        x_list_row.append(new_snow.percentage)

        try:
            old_snow = 
SnowCompositionPart.objects.get(test_session=participation.test_session,
                                                       snow_type__name="Old snow")
        except:
            continue
        x_list_row.append(old_snow.percentage)

        try:
            wet_snow = 
SnowCompositionPart.objects.get(test_session=participation.test_session,
                                                       snow_type__name="Wet snow")
        except:
            continue
        x_list_row.append(wet_snow.percentage)
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        # Divide ranking into categories: 1 = Top pick, 2 = Ok, 3 = Bad
        number_of_participations_in_test = 
participation.test_session.participating_skis.count()
        category_1_limit = int(0.33 * number_of_participations_in_test)
        category_2_limit = int(0.66 * number_of_participations_in_test)

        if participation.manual_rank <= category_1_limit:
            ranking_category = 1
        else:
            if participation.manual_rank <= category_2_limit:
                ranking_category = 2
            else:
                ranking_category = 3

        y_list_row.append(ranking_category)

        x_list.append(x_list_row)
        y_list.append(y_list_row)

    X = np.array(x_list)
    y = np.array(y_list)

    # Encode categorial data (ski_base and grinding) by making it numerical and give
each value its own column
    labelencoder_X = LabelEncoder()
    X[:, 1] = labelencoder_X.fit_transform(X[:, 1])
    X[:, 2] = labelencoder_X.fit_transform(X[:, 2])
    onehotencoder = OneHotEncoder(categorical_features=[1, 2])
    X = onehotencoder.fit_transform(X).toarray()

    # Feature scaling
    sc_X = StandardScaler()
    X = sc_X.fit_transform(X)

    return X, y

Support Vector Machine
X, y = prepare_data()

# --Predicting with Kernel Support Vector Machine--
svm_classifier = SVC(kernel='rbf', random_state=0)

# Applying K-fold Cross Validation
accuracies = cross_val_score(estimator=svm_classifier,
                             X=X,
                             y=y.ravel(),
                             scoring='accuracy',
                             cv=10)

# Getting mean accuracy and standard deviation
mean_accuracy = accuracies.mean()
standard_deviation = accuracies.std()

# Creating confusion matrix by running predictions on the data k times
cross_val_predictions = cross_val_predict(svm_classifier,
                                          X,
                                          y.ravel(),
                                          cv=10)

cm = confusion_matrix(y, cross_val_predictions)

Artificial Neural Network
def predict_using_decision_tree():
    X, y = prepare_data()

    # --Predicting with Decision Tree--
    decision_tree_classifier = DecisionTreeClassifier(criterion='entropy', 
random_state=0)

    # Applying K-fold Cross Validation
    accuracies = cross_val_score(estimator=decision_tree_classifier,
                                 X=X,
                                 y=y.ravel(),
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                                 scoring='accuracy',
                                 cv=10)

    # Getting mean accuracy and standard deviation
    mean_accuracy = accuracies.mean()
    standard_deviation = accuracies.std()

    # Creating confusion matrix by running predictions on the data k times
    cross_val_predictions = cross_val_predict(decision_tree_classifier,
                                              X,
                                              y.ravel(),
                                              cv=10)
    cm = confusion_matrix(y, cross_val_predictions)

def predict_using_ann():
    import tensorflow as tf
    import random as rn

    # The below is necessary for starting Numpy generated random numbers
    # in a well-defined initial state.

    np.random.seed(42)

    # The below is necessary for starting core Python generated random numbers
    # in a well-defined state.

    rn.seed(12345)

    # Force TensorFlow to use single thread.
    # Multiple threads are a potential source of non-reproducible results.
    # For further details, see: https://stackoverflow.com/questions/42022950/

    session_conf = tf.ConfigProto(intra_op_parallelism_threads=1,
                                  inter_op_parallelism_threads=1)

    from keras import backend as K

    # The below tf.set_random_seed() will make random number generation
    # in the TensorFlow backend have a well-defined initial state.
    # For further details, see:
    # https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/set_random_seed

    tf.set_random_seed(1234)

    sess = tf.Session(graph=tf.get_default_graph(), config=session_conf)
    K.set_session(sess)

    X, y = prepare_data()

    # --Predicting with Artificial Neural Network--
    ann_classifier = KerasClassifier(build_fn=build_ann_classifier, epochs=500)

    # Applying K-fold Cross Validation
    accuracies = cross_val_score(estimator=ann_classifier,
                                 X=X,
                                 y=y.ravel(),
                                 scoring='accuracy',
                                 cv=10,
                                 fit_params={'epochs': 500})

    mean_accuracy = accuracies.mean()
    standard_deviation = accuracies.std()

    # Creating confusion matrix by running predictions on the data k times
    cross_val_predictions = cross_val_predict(ann_classifier,
                                              X,
                                              y.ravel(),
                                              cv=10,
                                              fit_params={'epochs': 500})
    conf_mat = confusion_matrix(y, cross_val_predictions)

Most of the code above is explained in comments. “input_dim” is the number of input 
parameters, which are 10 in this case. “units“ is the number of neurons in a layer. The 
number of units in the output layer matches the columns created by the conversion of the 
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output variable. “epochs“ is the number of times for the backpropagation process to iterate. 
Backpropagation is mentioned in the Background chapter.

ZeroR
X, y = prepare_data()

# --Predicting with ZeroR for comparison--
zeror_classifier = DummyClassifier(strategy='most_frequent')

# Applying K-fold Cross Validation
accuracies = cross_val_score(estimator=zeror_classifier,
                             X=X, y=y.ravel(),
                             scoring='accuracy',
                             cv=10)

# Getting mean accuracy and standard deviation
mean_accuracy = accuracies.mean()
standard_deviation = accuracies.std()

# Creating confusion matrix by running predictions on the data k times
cross_val_predictions = cross_val_predict(zeror_classifier,
                                          X, y.ravel(),
                                          cv=10)
cm = confusion_matrix(y, cross_val_predictions)
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Appendix M: Test Data for Evaluation of the 
Predictions
In this appendix, data for the ski pairs and grindings involved in the evaluation of the ML 
algorithms are presented. The first table lists the ski pairs together with their properties. The 
second table presents the grindings and the snow conditions in which they work best.
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Grindings Best for condition
A New or old snow, < -5°C
B New or old snow < +2°C
C New snow > 0°C
D Wet old snow > 0°C

Ski type Grinding

001 Black A

002 Black B

003 Black C

004 Black D

005 White A

006 White B

007 White C

008 White D

009 Universal Black A
010 Universal Black B
011 Universal Black C
012 Universal Black D
013 Universal White A
014 Universal White B
015 Universal White C
016 Universal White D

017 Klister Black A
018 Klister Black B
019 Klister Black C
020 Klister Black D
021 Klister White A
022 Klister White B
023 Klister White C
024 Klister White D

Serial 
Number

Ski
Base

Cold
Conditions

Cold
Conditions

Cold
Conditions

Cold
Conditions

Cold
Conditions

Cold
Conditions

Cold
Conditions

Cold
Conditions
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